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ABSTRACl

The dynamics in the cubic phase and the structure

of the tetragonal phase of KXa Nb, (X, (KIN) crystalsx 1-x 3 * '
are discussed.

Monochromatic x-ray photographs of cubic KTN have 

been taken and show sharp streak^ corresponding to 

intensity confined in the {^CjOl planes of the 

reciprocal lattice. Two axis and triple axis neutron 

scattering experiments indicated this intensity to be 

due to an extreme anisotropy in the dispersion surface 

of the transverse acoustic branch; the frequency w(£) 

of the branch is low whenever the wavevector q_ is 

perpendicular to a cube axis, Th? neutron intensity 

at £ = (O,O f O.5)a* (a* is the reciprocal lattice para 

meter) was found to be consistent with a displacement 

pattern of the atoms in the acoustic mole corresponding 

to an ML mode:

u(Ta - Mb) = -ujOj) = - u (° ir ) 

u(K) = u ( 0ril ) = °-

A method is proposed vrherpby the enerqy change of 

neutrons in a two axis diffraction ovp^riTnont c?.n 

ostimatcd, provided the correct wavev^ctor ^ c socia 

with th"-- process is kno«m from an ^-rav oxperim^nt
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In the region of the streaks close to the Bragg point 

(q < O.2a») apart from the acoustic mode intensity, there 

is an extra contribution from the soft optic mode. This 

has a T(T - X )"" temperature dependence and is consistent 

with a structure factor calculated using eigenvectors 

identical to the atomic displacements in th^ cubic   * 

tetragonal transition (see below), in agreement with 

Cochran's soft mode theory.

The structure of the tetragonal phase was determined. 

It yielded the following atomic displacements from the 

centro-symmetric positions:

a 0.0003 ~ ° * O-^11 - O.OOl

= O.O12 - 0.003 °) = -°«010 - O.OOl

in fractions of the unit cell edg^ c = 4.OO6^ = l.OO33a. 

These displacements correspond to the eigenvectors of the 

soft transverse optic mode at £ = O in the cubic phase. 

The essential character of the mode is a vibration of the 

oxygen atoms against the potassium atom, with the (Ta, Nb) 

atoms virtually fixed at the centre of mass.
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CHAPTER j.

This is the gentle rain caressing the swaying leaves.

This is a peaceful moment in times we are told are

troubled.

This is a pause, a rest - a point of equilibrium

towards which the past has tended. Tomorrow we

travel again; that does not worry us now.

The sweet scent of a summer rose envelops us.

The radio is mute, the newspaper folded neatly,

as they only know how to do it at the press.

Windchimes bless the silence in the breeze.

We reflect.

We reflect on Energy and its aspects.

Have the Laws of Thermodynamics been discovered or 

formulated? Do classical theories appear "reasonable" only 

because of familiarity and the fact that the concepts are 

more easily visualised? But with epistemology we can only 

collide elastically. For we learn, apply, observe, relate 

and even discuss; we are too young to understand. So we 

relate:

1.1 Phase transitions and critical phenomena

This is the age cf generalisation. Man organises,
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classifies and seeks general laws which apply to as wide 

a variety of phenomena as possible. In politics he applies 

Marxist analysis based on the British social classes of the 

19th century to developing nations in 2Oth century Africa 

(Fanon (1961)), In science he is more successful.

,,,. . Phase transitions and critical phenomena have not 

escaped this urge. Qualitatively at least, all phase 

transitions show similar features and recently great progress 

has been made towards satisfactory general quantitative treat 

ments (Reviews by Kadanoff et al. (1967), Fisher (1967), 

Heller (1967), Stanley (1971)).

,: , All materials can exist in different phases, each of 

which is stable under certain conditions defined by a set 

of thermodynamic parameters X. for which a thermodynamic 

potential function G(X.) is a minimum. If the conditions 

change there could be an "abrupt and unheralded" (Fisher

(1967)) transition to another phase. More formally there
\

could be a divergence or discontinuity in one or more of 

the first partial derivatives of G(X.) . Such a transition 

is called a First Order Transition. On the other hand by 

varying the X. a number of distinct phases F. can be made 

more and more similar until at a certain critical point 

T , or line given by a relation for X the critical 

values of Xj, they are indistinguishable. Beyond this 

point only one homogeneous phase P can exist and all 

changes are continuous and snooth. Thus a critical point 

terminates the coexistence curve of a liquid and its 

vapour at a characteristic temperature, pressure and 

density, T , p and p ; and the lambda line of liquid
v.- V^ * 
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helium 4, below which there exist macroscopically distinct 

regimes of superfluid flow but above which superfluidity
*\ Q

vanishes, is a critical line. At T the -r— remain 

continuous and only higher order derivatives are diver 

gent or discontinuous. This is termed a Higher Order or 

Continuous Transition, (Fisher (1967)).

In the vicinity of a critical point all systems 

display similar characteristics which are referred to as 

Critical Phenomena. The most important of these is the 

large increase in microscopic fluctuations which leads 

to a large increase in the intensity of radiation 

scattered by the material, the so-called Critical Scatt 

ering, Thus for a liquid^-* gas transition there are large 

fluctuations in the density p as the critical point is 

approached and for a ferromagnetic 4 > paramagnetic 

transition it is the magnetism M which fluctuates with 

large amplitude. Both p and M are first derivatives of 

the thermodynamic potential functions for the systems, and 

their large fluctuations are associated with divergent 

values for the corresponding second derivatives.

Theories of critical phenomena attempt to determine 

the behaviour of systems as they approach a critical point. 

These theories can be divided into Classical and Modern 

(Stanley (1971)). Classical theories as for example 

Landau's theory of second order phase transitions (Kadanoff 

et al. (1967)) and van der Waal's theory for fluids (Stanley 

1971)) are essentially mean field theories. They only 

apply sufficiently far from T such that the mean field
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approximation is valid. Modern theories on the other hand 

seek to predict the asymptotic laws which govern the system 

right up to the critical point.

The region in which classical theories break down is 

called the critical region. Critical scattering therefore 

is scattering from the system when it can no longer be 

described by a mean field theory. This definition however 

has not been strictly adhered to, and the term "critical 

scattering" has been used for scattering from fluctuations 

in a system for which the mean field approximation is still 

valid and the intensity is expected to vary as T(T - T )"Y 

with Y « 1.

In the ferroelectrics KH.PO. (KDP) and triglycine
£r *V

sulphate (TGS) for example the critical region was found 

to be extremely small (Kadanoff et al. (1967)), but the 

term critical scattering in ferroelectrics generally has 

been applied to scattering from temperature-dependent low 

frequency modes of vibration for which there is good agree 

ment with predictions of the classical theory (Yamada and 

Shirane (1969), Cochran (1969)). This is possibly because 

until recently the results for KDP and TGS were assumed to 

apply to all structural phase transitions, i.e. that mean 

field behaviour extended right up to T and the asymptotic 

laws were those of classical theory. In SrTiO,, however 

new observations indicate substantial deviation from mean 

field behaviour ;f or JTC - T| ^10° (Shapiro et al. (1972)). 

SrTiO,, is not a ferroelectric but the treatment of the 

transition it undergoes is identical to that for displacive 

ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3 and KNbO3 . It is possible
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therefore that true critical behaviour will be observed 

in these materials in the near future*

1.2 The displacive ferroelectric transition

A displacive transition is one between two 

ordered crystal structures in which each atom changes its 

average position in the lattice by a small amount relative 

to a unit cell dimension. In the special case in which 

one of the phases exhibits a spontaneous polarisation P^ 

which can be reversed by an external electric field the 

transition is also ferroelectric.

Cochran (1959, I960) proposed that a displacive ferro 

electric transition arises from the freezing in of a zone 

centre transverse optic mode of vibration with a temper 

ature-dependent quasi-harmonic frequency co-or(T - T )
 £ v^

for T > T f and atomic eigenvectors corresponding to the
v*

atomic displacements at the transition. CD- is the ^normal 

ised frequency of the mode which would be measured experi 

mentally. It is called a quasi-harmonic frequency because 

it appears in equations in the same way as a harmonic 

frequency u> would, except for its temperature dependence 

(see for example the discussion in Cochran (1972)).

^^

Substituting for o>f in the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation 

as modified by Cochran^

which links the static and electronic dielectric constants 

to the frequencies of the zone centre longitudinal and 

transverse optic modes, it is obvious that £(O) will
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di verge to oo at T , corresponding to large fluctuations in 

the polarisation. T is a critical point and the transition 

is continuous. We can then apply the discussion of Section 

1.1.

Below T the crystal can exist in several phases F. 
c j

depending on the direction of P . Above T , P = O and
~  s c s

there exists only one homogeneous paraelectric phase P . 

BaTiO3 is the best known displacive ferroelectric. At 

ordinary pressures the transition is first order, the 

crystal changing structure discontinuously at a temperature 

for which u>- ? O. Samara (1971) has shown however that in 

BaTiO , a critical line exists in pressure- temperature space 

above a certain critical pressure (Fig. 1.1).

The assumption of Cochran's theory that above T

2 w f oC (T - T ) , fits in with the Curio-Weiss dependence
J» ^ 

found for the dielectric constant in ferroelectrics ,

. Tc /

The intensity of scattering from the mode is proportional

T -1 
to  *  and will therefore vary as T(T - T ) . Essentially

£*• C,«.f
the predictions of Cochran's theory are consistent with 

the classical mean field approach. Cochran (1971) in 

fact demonstrates explicitly the correspondence between 

the soft mode theory and the Landau theory of second 

order phase transitions.

1.3 Soft modes in perovskites

The ideal perovskite structure is illustrated 

in Fig. 1.2. It is a c en tro- symmetric simple cubic structure
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r ess ure

Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of the transition in

BaTiCX, from first-order to second-order (higher 

order) behaviour with increiusing pressure.



Fig. 1.2 The Ideal Perovskite Structure ABX 

Atomic positions: 

© Atom A at the cube corners 

® Atom B at the body centre 

O Atom X at the face centres

3
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Many crystals with this structure undergo displacive trans 

itions to a lower symmetry phase as the temperature is 

reduced. In some instances the transitions are ferro 

electric (e.g. BaTiO , KNbO3 ) and in others the lower 

temperature phase does not have a spontaneous polari 

sation ("Structural Phase Transitions and Soft Modes" 

(1971)). In SrTiO3 , KMnF3 and LaA/O3 for example, the 

atomic displacement is out of phase in adjacent unit 

cells; the transition corresponds to a doubling of the 

unit cell parameter.

It is now generally accepted that all displacive 

transitions in perovskites can be interpreted on Cochran's 

soft mode theory. In the ferroelectric pervoskites the 

soft mode is a zone centre vibration while in others 

(e.g. SrTiO_, KMnF_, LaA£O) it is a zone boundary mode

for which the wavevector c^ = — (ifj»i)» which is soft, 

where a is the unit cell parameter.

The most powerful tool for the investigation of 

soft mode frequencies and polarisations is neutron spectro- 

scopy, the energy and momentum of thermal neutrons being 

comparable to the corresponding values for phonons . 

Shirane and co-workers using neutrons from the High Flux 

Beam Reactor at Brookhaven have made investigations on 

several perovskites ("Structural Phase Transitions and 

Soft Modes" (1971)). In certain compounds the soft mode 

was observed to be underdamped to within a few degrees of 

the transition temperature (SrTiO3> LaA£O3> KTaO , PbTiO~)

whereas in others it is overdamped even far from T .w

(BaTi03 , KMnF3>
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The neutron spectrum for scattering from a damped mode 

of low frequency <o.(q) is determined by

K is the scattering vector and ( ' (3) is the damping 

constant, and K + £ « H where H is a reciprocal lattice 

vector. The temperature dependence given by k T is based 

on the assumption that ~ho>.(q) < kJT, which is reasonable-* j v^/ ^ B * ^

r f^f 
___ _. ___. __. ... ___„ ___ , _ _„ __^__ .{£) <<vW

the function has two Lorentzian peaks corresponding to 

scattering of neutrons with energy loss and energy gain
r+S

respectively. Putting P. (£) = O the two peaks become
j. ~2 2
O -functions. On the other hand for 2 1 , (£) ^ o> . (oj the

•^ 's> 
spectrum has no maxima at or near -<*>,(£) but only at o> = O.

The mode is then said to be overdamped.

The extreme anisotropy of the X-ray and neutron 

scattering from BaTiCX- and KNbO3 (Comes et al. (1968), 

Yamada and Shirane (1969)) has raised doubts as to the 

applicability of Cochran»s theory to these perovskites. 

This led certain authors to suggest order-disorder 

mechanisms for the transition, putting these materials in 

a class by themselves.

1.4 Order-disorder in perovskites?

Comes et al. (1968) took monochromatic X-ray 

photographs of cubic KNbO3 and BaTiO3 which showed remark 

ably fine streaks of almost constant intensity corres 

ponding to -£l,O,Oj planes of intensity in the reciprocal
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lattice (Fig. 1.3). They interpreted this in terms of a 

static disorder of Nb or Ti along <1,1,1> with short 

range correlations (1C or 2O unit cells in extent) along 

the <l f O f O> direction-- (Fig. 1.4). A set of streaks 

disappearing at the transition, they suggested, was due 

to complete ordering along the [],O,o] direction corres 

ponding to this set. The crystal then develops a spont 

aneous polarisation P parallel to this direction. On
1 "S

this picture therefore the ferroelectric transition is 

not displacive but of the order-disorder type. NMR 

measurements on KNbCU (Bonera et al. (1971)) exclude

static disorder, fixing an upper limit <^1O s on the 

lifetime of the correlations. An interpretation in terms 

of dynamic disorder is however possible. This invokes a 

"Tunneling Mode" such as the one used for the disorder 

of the hydrogen atoms in KH2PO4 (Tokunaga and Matsubara 

(1966)).

The concepts of static and dynamic disorder can best 

be clarified by considering the monatomic linear chain in 

Fig. 1.5. In Fig. 1.5* we plotted the potential wells and 

probability density for perfect order. The latter is a 

series of functions each of area 1. Perfect static 

disorder is shown in Fig. 1.5b; each atom can be in one 

of two potential minima with probability J. Dynamic 

disordar or tunneling is expressed by functions similar 

to Fig. 1.5c; here the atom is not localised. Its wave 

function extends over both potential minima and there 

are two energy levels separated by 2 .TL corresponding to 

a symmetric and anti-symmetric state respectively.



Fig. 1.3 An X-ray photograph of cubic KTN. 

Photographs of KNbO^, by Comes et al. 

(1968) show identical features. See 

Fig. 2.6 for an explanation of how 

the streaks arise.
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Fig. 1.4 A model of linear correlation along the [OOl]

direction. The atomic displacements are correl 

ated along chains approximately ten unit cells

in length.
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S

Fig. 1.5 a) Perfect Order: the atom is on lattice 

sites with probability 1.

b) Perfect Static Disorder: the atom is 

on one of two off-symmetry sites with 

probability \.

c) Dynamic Disorder: the wavefunctions

associated with the individual potenti''1 

wells in each pair overlap. The ato;" J> 

not localised.
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This system can be described by a two-component pseudo- 

spin vector S^ = (Sx , S z ) . In the special case when the

atom is localised in one of the potential minima S 2 = -J,
x

S s O (Tokunaga and Matsubara (1966)). When the atoms

in the lattice are coupled, the dynamic disorder is 

cooperative and the system is described by a tunneling 

mode.

Yamada and Shirane (1969) in a neutron experiment on 

BaTiO_ showed that the neutron cross-section for £ ||

^1,O,O \ can be interpreted equally well with either an 

overcamped phonon model or a tunneling mode model. In 

the latter the atoms are assumed to be tunneling through 

a potential barrier between equilibrium positions

displaced by ^ £ . for thp jth atom, from the centre of 

symmetry. The distributions of sites and atoms must be 

such that the time averaged position of each atom is at a 

centre of symmetry. For BaTiO there are six positions of 

the potential minim^ (Fig. 1.6', however Yamada and Shirane 

for the sake of simplicity assumed the probability of 

tunneling between minima on different axes is negligible. 

They considered the system to be composed of three 

independent tunneling systems one for each

direction. From the effective Hamiltonian in pseudo-spin 

notation, in which the atoms are tunneling along the 

[o,O,l] direction,

H- -
x IK.

where ̂ ^corresponds to a kinetic energy term for each atom 

and J(R4v.) to a potential energy term between atoms separated— "ilv



coon

C1OO3

Fig. 1.6 The potential minima on the <^100/ axes 

for the Ti atom in a tunneling mode model

for BaTiO,.
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bv — iK» they calculated the neutron scattering cross-section 

of the mode. For the overdamped case ( / )x 2o>' ) they 

obtained an expression which can be shown to correspond to 

that for an over damped phonon

V .. l ' * '
- TC ) + bq a) + (5 

putting P(T - TC ) + bq2 = u>' 2 (£) this gives

2P kgT
A r 2.. 2 ^ "'*
4 ' (0 + Gt)

xv I
which corresponds to S,(K, CD) (eqn. 1.1) when oo (£) >^ a) 

and q —— ̂ O. P and b are constants and

/ * ,, . . 10 (a) = T • t 1 - -7T < s ; - TT

is the "renormalised characteristic frequency" of the 

collective tunneling mode. & and f1 correspond to the 

shift and damping constant of the mode respectively and 

J(£) is the Fourier transform of J(£).

Cochran (1972) points out that both in practice and 

in principle "the difference may be illusory" between a 

displacive transition resulting from the softening of an 

overdamped phonon mode and an order- disorder transition 

for which in the higher temperature phase the potential 

barriers between the off-centre positions can be tunneled 

with a frequency which is comparable to phonon frequencies.

It is more elegant nevertheless, to treat the dynamics 

of perovskites in a consistent way and not to have different 

models for different symmetry directions and for different 

materials. For that reason we prefer to deal with phonon
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models. In tetragonal BaTiO3 (Shirane et al.(197O)a) and

^^.a^O.^S (Yelon et al. (1971)) the dispersion curves

for directions not associated with the displacement in

the transitions were observed to be well defined and under-

lamped. The problem is one of anisotropy in the co.(oj relation,

The intensity from a mode £ of frequency «>.(£) being 

proportional to -^ —— , the pattern of scattering observed

in materials such as cubic BaTiOq can be explained by a 

dispersion relation <».(£) which is low only whenever £ is 

perpendicular to a cube axis. Experiments have shown that 

w -j(S) relations satisfying this condition exist in a 

number of perovskites ("Structural Phase Transitions and 

Soft Modes" (1971)). The degree of anisotropy however 

varies depending on the compound. No doubt anharmonic 

effects play a dominant part. However, these are beyond 

the scope of this work and we shall restrict ourselves to 

discussions in terms of renorraalised frequencies which can 

be treated as harmonic frequencies with the inclusion of 

damping constants.

1.5 KTa Nb.. O- and the original aims of this work

KTaO3 is a perovskite which so far we have 

mentioned only briefly (in a bracket). It is interesting 

because it has an underdamped zone centre soft mode but 

does not undergo a ferroelectric transition, it remains 

cubic to at least 5 K, and may be called a "near ferro 

electric". KnbO like BaTiO3 on the other hand exhibits 

four phases on cooling; cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic
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and rhombohedral. The three non-cubic phases are ferro 

electric. The cubic-tetragonal transition in KNbO3 has 

been studied by Nunes et al. (1971) and an overdamped soft 

optic branch was found similar to the one in BaTiO . As 

in BaTiO3 the transition is first order, the structural 

changes occurring discontinuously at a non-zero value of 

the soft mode frequency.

There is a continuous range of KTa Nb, Oq (KTN) solid
Jt •*• •">• *v

solutions having the same four phases as KNbCX with trans 

ition temperatures which vary linearly with composition x 

(Jona and Shirane (1962)). The transition between the 

paraelectric and ferroelectric phase is continuous, with 

a critical point, at concentrations ^ 7Q% mole KTaO_ 

(Todd (197O)). Todd, who made a dielectric and optic 

study of KTN crystals over a large range of composition 

also discovered that the soft mode became underdamped at 

7o% KTaO._ and suggested a correlation between the damping 

of that mode and the thermodynamic order of the transition; a 

correlation which is very hard to explain, and which is 

possibly coincidental since PbTiO~ undergoes a first order 

transition and has underdamped soft modes (Shirane et al.

(19701)).
We chose KTN to study the dynamics of the ferroelectric 

transition in perovskites. Crystals were available which, 

depending on x, were either cubic or tetragonal at room 

temperature.

The solid solution of KTaO and KNbO3 was an apt 

material for study considering the extreme difference in 

dynamical properties of the two components.
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The X-ray pictures of KNbO~ by Comes et al. (1968)- * 3

suggested a similar study on KTN in order to elucidate 

the applicability of an overdamped phonon model to the 

streaks which at the time were assumed to be made up of 

quasi-elastic scattering. On this basis a two axis 

neutron scattering experiment was designed to observe the 

streaks, the interpretation of such an experiment being 

facilitated by the near equality of the neutron scattering 

lengths of Ta and Nb.

The original aims of this work were to build a mono 

chromatic X-ray camera to look for the streaks in KTN, 

to study the phonon modes by observing the X-ray and 

neutron scattering, and to make a structural determination 

of the tetragonal phase to clarify whether the crystal 

follows Cochran f s theory and th^ displacements at the 

transition coincide with the polarisation of the soft 

mode .

The transition in the crystals we examined was 

continuous with a critical point which however was not 

sharply defined in temperature because of composition 

gradients. The true critical region was assumed to be 

very small and all our measurements are consistent with 

mean field behaviour. So if we mention "critical 

scattering" we use the term to denote scattering from low 

frequency modes or more generally scattering with a 

T(T - T )" dependence.
C*

All our experiments on KTN involve. the scattering 

of X-rays or neutrons; we quote here the values for the 

Static Structure Factor which determines the intensity
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of scattering from the stationary lattice. It is given by

F(H) = £ a exp i(H.r ) 
x x - -x

where H = (h,k,£) is a Bragg point, a is the neutron 

scattering length, b or atomic form factor for X-rays f 

of atom K as the case may be, and r is a vector giving 

the position of the atom in fractional coordinates of the 

unit cell.

The high symmetry of the perovskite structure yields 

only four values for F(H) , one for each of the four comb 

inations of odd and even numbers in (h,k t £). Thus
-12

F (all even) = aT, + a^ „, + 3a^ = 2.79 1O cm.
K Ta-Nb O

F (all odd) = aK - aTa-Nb + 3aQ = 1.4 1O" 12 cm.

-12 
F (two even) = a^. - a , - a = -O.92 1O cm.

-12 
F (two odd) = aK + aTa_Nb - aQ = O.47 1O cm.

The values given are for neutrons for which the situation 

is simplified by b « bNo* For x" rays tne f ' s are

functions of H and f , is taken as a weighted average 

of t and
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CHAPTER 2

In this chapter, x-ray photographs of KTN are 

discussed, following a description of the design and 

assembly of a simple monochromatic X-ray camera.

2.1 x-ray scattering! by lattice vibrations

X-rays are scattered by the lattice vibrations 

of crystals with conservation of energy and momentum* 

Since x-rays have much greater energy than lattice vibrat 

ions f the difference in energy between the incident and 

scattered beams is too small to be measured; the magnitudes 

of the incident wavevector, k^ f and of the scattered wave- 

vector, k. , are therefore practically equal. The momentum 

transfer is given by

K « k - k^ - -1 -O

and the condition for conservation of momentum is

K * q » H,

where £ is the phonon wavevector and H is a reciprocal 

lattice vector.

X-rays are scattered by the electron distribution of 

an atom. The scattering from a crystal is given to a fair 

approximation by assuming that the electron distribution

is the superposition of that of a series of atoms at r. +—£x
u, . whera r, is the average position of atom x in the unit—• ™*» *
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cell t, and u, is the displacement of that atom due to the 

lattice vibrations in the crystal. If the electron distrib 

ution of each atom is the same in the crystal as for the 

free atom, the cross-section for scattering into an element 

of solid angle dO. is

-£ exp K.r
v X v " X

where f (K) is the atomic form factor which determines the 

amplitude of the scattering oy the electron distribution

P*(2£) of atom K ,

J x ex i K x -\ x ~" atom * ~~ "" "~

The intensity is measured in units of the intensity scattered 

by a classical election at the origin. The bracket C"** ^ 

in equation 2.1 represents the thermal average.

The displacements u* can be expressed in terms of the 

normal modes; following the approach of Cochran and Cowley 

(1967),

where Qfo^fj) is a normal coordinate, £ (£>J) an eigenvector 

of the dynamical matrix, m the mass of atom x and N is the

number of unit cells in the crystal. Substituting back in 

-T-r eventually yields a power series

d-n

^) gives the intensity of elastically scattered x-rays, 
o

—) , the one-phonon contribution and the other terms give
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the multiphonon contribution.

•f The one phonon cross-section in the harmonic approx 

imation is

Ma)
(K))2, v x*—' * * * '—' ' /•

//*

(K + £ - H) (2-2)H ~

where 2Wx (K) . -__ « | K.e (aj)
x cp

is the £>e bye- waller factor and

The two phonon cross -sect ion is given by

K) OXP(-W(K))

2

e*p(i H.r ) - -* -* ~ ~" " - « £<£ + ai + a2 - H>
"H» ^«^ / Mk U ̂ ^ ^^

(2.3)

In this case contributions to the intensity at each point 

are maci:- from the whole Brillouin zone.

The temperature dependence of each term is given by 

B.(oJ. At high temperatures

and the series can be written

42^= exp(-AT) £SQ * S XT + S^T2 * ... j (2.4)

where S , S. f S are independent of temperature.

The basis of the experimental method of investigating 

phonon dispersion curves using <-rays is eqn. 2.2 t but there



may be an appreciable contribution to the intensity from

second-order scattering.

4 It is seen from equation 2.3 that S depends on K ,
£*

and hence will be larger for small wavelengths and large 

scattering angles 9. On an Einstein model for a crystal 

with one atom per unit cell, (»>(€[) * o>n , and equation 2.4 

reduces to

d°" aCexp(-AT) ( S ' + AT * i(AT) 2 * ... \ (2.5)

For (AT) = 1 (a reasonable value for the Debye-Waller 

factor for 9 * 45° and X » O.56A), the ratio of two phonon 

to one phonon scattering is 5O&.

Smith et al. (1966, 1968^ 1968h )have examined the one 

phonon X-ray scattering from several alkali halides. In 

all cases they had to correct for the two phonon contrib-
oution, even though they used a wavelength of 1.54A from 

CuK ; the two-phonon scattering is expected to be higher

with a wavelength of O.56A (AgK ). Their method was to01
compute S2 from a mesh of £ values distributed evenly 

throughout the Brillouin zone using values of w and e_ from 

a theoretical model. In all their calculations the 

scattering from higher orders proved negligible. The 

important terms were therefore the Debye-Waller factor 

and one and two phonon cross-sections,

2,2 Monochromatic X-ray camera

The camera was built in the workshop of the 

Physics Department, and the formers for the monochromator 

crystals were cut to the specified curvatures at A.E.R.E.,
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Harwell. Fig. 2.1 is a schematic diagram of the arrange 

ment. A Johann-type doubly bent monochromator was used 

(International Tables for x-ray Crystallography (1962)), 

the principles of which are outlined in Fig. 2.2

(i) Monochromator assembly

The assembly is shown on the photograph in

Fig. 2.3, The brass shielding chamber can accommodate any 

scattering angle between O° and 45° so that it can be used 

for different wavelengths. The former with the monochromator 

is placed on the Table T which can be rotated from outside 

the chamber by the knob R. During the experiment the chamber 

was mounted on an optical bench with an adjustable tilt to 

facilitate the alignment in the X-ray beam.

(ii) Lithium fluoride crystals

Plates of LiF were used as monochromating

crystals; these had good (1,O,O) cleavage planes. As it 

was difficult to cleave the plates to a suitable thickness 

for bending, such thicknesses were achieved by careful 

polishing. The plates were then heated in an oven to 3OO°C 

and pressed onto the former while still hot. Sealing wax 

was used as an adhesive.

(iii) Crystal mounting

The specimen crystal was stuck to a glass

fibre mounted on a set of arcs. High temperature adhesive 

was used. Fig. 2.4 shows a photograph of the crystal 

holder assembly. The arcs screwed on firmly to the shaft 

S which allowed the crystal to be rotated and adjusted



X

Fig. 2.1 The Monochromatic X-ray Camera 

X : X-ray source 

C : shielding chamber 

M : monochromator 

S : sample 

F : furnace 

A : film with backstop in the "straight through"

posit ion. 

B : film at right angles to the main beam.



Fig. 2.2 The Johann doubly bent monochromator 

X : X-ray source 

A : bent crystal 

F : focus

XA = AF - t - focusing length 

XAB = T - 0, where 0 is the Bragg angle 

AC = 2R - horizontal radius of curvature 

A)-) = r :- vertical radius of curvature

Ro.l at iou;, : X

r =
d with X : wav^lenath

d : spjvciiuj of t m> refleci 

piancs .



Cl

R

Fig. 2.3 The monochromator assembly (an exploded view). 

R : setting knob 

T : table

F : former with LiF crystal 

Cl : inner shielding chamber 

C2 : outer shielding chamber



w

Fig. 2.4 The crystal holder assembly.

The wheel W is geared to turn the shaft S. 

The crystal was stuck on the glass Fibre F
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vertically and laterally in the beam. A full revolution 

of the wheel W corresponds to a 6° rotation of the shaft. 

There was a measure of backlash in the meccano gears which 

had to be accounted for when the crystal was aligned. The 

assembly was mounted on the optical bench.

(iv) Film holder

An ordinary 12.5 cm square flat film holder

was used in which the films were protected from the furnace 

heat by a thin sheet of nickel foil on the outside of the 

light proofing black paper in the frame. The foil also 

considerably reduced the X-ray background on the film. 

Two types of holder were used, one with a backstop for 

taking photographs in the •straight through 1 position, 

i.e. with the film in the main beam examining the radiation 

transmitted by the crystal, and one without a backstop to 

study the diffraction pattern at right angles to the X-ray 

beam.

(v) Furnace

The photographs and diagrams in Fig. 2.5

show the furnace used. It is basically a 2OO Watt sold 

ering iron with a stainless steel chamber fitted tightly 

over the bit. The crystal was placed in the chamber and 

was heated by radiation and air conduction. A thermo 

couple placed very close to the crystal measured the temp 

erature. The steadiest temperatures were achieved with 

the iron running continuously at a voltage set by a Variac, 

and the whole apparatus enclosed in a draught proof poly- 

thena t<>nt. The temperature could be set anywhere between



Fig. 2.5 The furnace. The photographs show close-ups from 

two angles of the steel chamber mounted on the 

soldering iron bit. The diagram shows the position 

of the furnace with relation to the crystal S, and 

the X-ray beam X. F is the glass fibre mount, and 

T the thermocouple. The large open end of the steel 

chamber was covered with Ni foil.
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room temperature (2O°C) and 3OO°C with an accuracy of

i 2°C,

2.3 Preparation of single crystal specimens

The optimum thickness for a plate crystal in 

an experiment in which the transmitted X-rays are examined

is i cm, where u cm is the linear absorption coefficient 
H ' H

of the crystal (International tables for X-ray crystallo 

graphy (1962)).

The KTN samples used were in the cubic phase and had 

the approximate formula KTa 6NbQ 4O3 . For Ag radiation 

this yielded an optimum thickness of O.OO5 cm. The 

crystals were polished down to that thickness. Approx 

imate dimensions of a typical sample were O.I x O.I x

3 O.OO5 cm .
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2.4 Experiment

Fig. 2.6a is an X-ray photograph of a KTN 

sample taken at room temperature in the straight through 

position. Apart from the spots of the Bragg reflections, 

fine sharp streaks of intensity are obvious. These 

correspond to the intersections of the |l,O,O^ planes 

of the reciprocal lattice with the Ewald sphere. Fig. 

2.6b shows diagrammatically how these intersections 

yield three sets of streaks on the film: two sets of 

hyperbolic streaks and one set of circular streaks.

The diffraction pattern of KTN is therefore 

identical with that observed from KNbO~ by Conies et al. 

(1968), and indicates a large anisotropy in tho displace 

ments of the atoms in the lattice. Comes et al . (1963), 

attributed the displacements to disorder. The displace 

ment pattern however coul i arise from highly anisotropic 

modes of vibration. The scattering by lattice vibrations 

depending inversely on thr? square of the frequency 

(eqn. 2.2), an <*>(£) relation for which GO is low whenever 

CL lies in a |l,O,O^r plane of the reciprocal lattice 

would yield the streaks observe I in the diffraction 

pattern .

In this experiment the temperature an 1 wavevector 

dependence of the intensity in the streaks was examined 

with a microdensitometer. For convenience £| is given in 

units of a*, the reciprocal lattice constant, and T in 

degrees Kelvin.



Fig. 2.6 An X-ray photograph of KTN in the 'straight through* 

position. In (b) the diagrams show how the 

planes p intersect with the Ewald sphere E to give 

rise to the streaks s on the film F.
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(i) Experimental procedure

The photographs were taken at right angles to 

the main beam (Fig. 2.7). This had the advantage of the 

film being outside the direct beam radiation. Further 

more, the crystal could be oriented so that one of the 

streaks would be a straight line on the film (Fig. 2.8) 

minimising its breadth and making it easier to scan with 

the microdensitometer.

AgK radiation from a horizontally mounted tube was
a

used with exposure times varying between five hours and 

twelve hours. This gave streak intensities well within 

the linear range of the film and microdensitometer 

optical wedges. Ilford Industrial G X-ray film was used 

for the measurements.

An experiment run consisted of taking photographs 

of equal exposure time at several temperatures without 

disturbing the crystal or X-ray tube settings. All the 

films of the run were then developed together in the 

same baths, using a specially constructed rack.

(ii) Indexing the photographs

The reciprocal lattice of the crystal is used 

as the coordinate system with a* £ 1 unit. The incident 

beam w s approximately along the -k axis, I was vertically 

upwards and the h axis formed the right handed orthogonal 

set with k and /. Fig. 2.9 shows an X-ray photograph 

taken at right angles to the main beam and the directions 

of the main axes relative to it. The Bragg points and the 

streaks are indexed. For the crystal in that orientation



Fig. 2.7 The film at right angles to the main beam

X : X-ray source

S : sample

F : .furnace

A : film

B : backstop



a

Fig. 2.8 E : Ewald sphere

I : centre of the Ewald sphere

O : origin of the reciprocal lattice

a,b,c,d,e : (1OO) planes of the reciprocal lattice

F : film

plane c, which passes through I, will project as

a straight line on the film.



L

V

Fig. 2.9 An x-ray photograph taken at right angles to

the main beam, showing the indices of some Bragg 

spots and the directions of the k and I axes. 

For convenience the photograph is printed with 

the k = constant streaks horizontal. These 

streaks are vertical in the actual experimental 

situation.
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th* centre of the Ewald sphere was at (-O.2, 7.1, O) ; 

the equations of the vertical streaks are k « constant ? 

the I coordinates were measured directly off the film; the 

h coordinates were calculated from the equation of the 

Ewald sphere by substituting in for k and t.

(m) Resolution

An estimate of the resolution in the photo 

graphs was made from the dimensions of the Bragg spots,

For the streaks k * 6,7,8 between I » -2 and I « 2, 

the separation of the / layers is O.4 cm on the film. 

&t is O.2 cm, an / coordinate in that region there 

fore covers a spread of t - O.25.

In the same region the separation between the k » 

constant streaks is O.5 cm and A k « O.I era, which is 

also the width of the streaks. The intensity is there 

fore very sharply confined to the k = constant planes 

and a k coordinate covers a spread k - O.I.

Ah was estimated roughly from Ak, A/ and thf> 

equation of the Ewald sphere for the average AgK line*
d

Again considering the streaks k » 6, 7, 6, - 2 ^ / ^2, 

h covers a spread h - O.O1.

The resolution function then has intersections Q,O2a* 

O*2a* and O.5a* on the h,k,l axf»s respectively. The 

smallest value of q possible is therefore O.25a*.

(iv) Intensity variation with temporature and £

A Joyce-Loebl microdensitoraoter was used to 

scan the streaks k * 6,7 in the -2 ^ I £2 region.
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Constant I scans were made perpendicular to the streaks 

at O.2 cm intervals. A typical scan is shown in Fig. 2.1O. 

The background varies with k because of the absorption in 

the specimen.

On the k a 6 streak the coordinates vary between 

(6.6, 6,O) and(6.3, 6, - 2) and between (6.7, 7, O) and 

(6.4, 7, -2) on k » 7; this yields values of q in the 

jl, O, O\ plane ranging between O.3 and O.7 (the latter 

corresponds to (O.5, O, O.5) which is the maximum q in 

this plane).

Two scans which only differed by the sign of the I 

coordinate were equivalent and the average value of the 

intensity was taken. Comparing equivalent scans provided 

one of the methods of estimating the error in intensity 

measurements. Another method was to compare the intensities 

at equivalent points, on films exposed for equal times, at 

the same temperature, and developed together.

2.5 Results and interpretation

The scattering of X-rays from KTN is strongly 

dominated by the Ta-Nb contribution. For Bragg angle 9 =

45 , and AgK wavelength the form factors for Ta, Nb are01
21.6 el. and 1O.1 el. respectively compared with 3.8 el. 

and 1.2 el. for K and O. The photographs therefore give 

information mainly on the displacements of the Ta-Nb atoms 

from their average positions in the unit cell.



D

Fig. 2.1O A microdensitoraeter scan of an X-ray photograph 

D is the peri deflection, y the position on the 

film. The scan is perpendicular to the k =

constant streaks
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(i) Direction of the displacements

The streak pattern indicates the intensity 

is high for £ lying in |o, 1, oV planes of the reciprocal 

lattice, for example £ = (x, o, z) where x, z are fract 

ional coordinates. For modes with such a £ the eigen 

vectors £ which give the directions of the atomic 

displacements, are restricted by symmetry to £ = ( ev »

O, e^) or e = (O, ey , O) .
2 

Equation 2.2 contains a factor (K.e) . If £ *
o 

(e , O, e ) , the factor is (he + le ) and the intensity
X 2 X Z

on a k * constant streak would be independent of k. Fig. 

2.6 shows clearly that this is not the case. Streaks of

the type k = O are <*bs«snt. On the other hand if £ *

2 — 22 (O, e , O), (K.eJ a k e , and the intensity in the streaks

2 depends on k . This cannot be verified quantitatively

without an absorption correction, but qualitatively the 

agreement is good. The modes responsible for the streaks 

therefore are purely transverse with displacements along 

<O, I, O> perpendicular to the plane of £. This is 

reasonable as in general transverse modes are lower in 

frequency than longitudinal or mixed polarisation modes.

(ii) Intensity variation with q

Scanning the streaks k= 6, 7, 8 at O.2cm 

intervals between -2 <T/ ^2 9 the intensity was found to 

be constant at each temperature within experimental error 

(15%). As explained in Section 2.4 these streaks represent 

a range of q bet.veen O.3a* and O.7a* in the (O, k, O) 

plane*
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In the phonon scattering cross-sections (eqns. 2.2 

and 2*3), the £ dependence is expressed in co.(<2.) and

- Constant intensity in a region of £ therefore

implies either that both o> . (3.) and e (£J) remain constant
J A

or their variation is such that -r-?r is constant.d/2
The constant intensity in the streaks is also very 

obvious to the eye from the circular streaks in the 

photographs taken in the straight through position 

(Fig. 2.6). The circles arise from the intersections of 

reciprocal lattice planes, parallel to the film, with the

Ewald sphere (Fig. 2.6b), and cover a region for which
2 (!£•£) *s constant.

These results on KTN agree with what Comes et al. 

(1968) found in KNbO3 , i.e. that the intensity remains 

constant in a streak. It is not necessary however to 

invoke an interpretation in terms of disorder (Comes et 

al. (1968)). Resolution does not allow measurements to 

be made closer than O.25a* to a Bragg point, and constant 

intensity for q > O.25a* is consistent with scattering 

from a phonon branch which is flat for O.25a* < q ^ O.5a*, 

with constant structure factors. Such a branch exists in 

KTN and its dispersion measured in neutron scattering 

experiments is discussed in the following chapters.

A more sensitive examination of the £ dependence in 

the streak intensity was made with neutrons giving 

intensity measurements for O < q ^ O.25a*. Apart from 

consilerably higher resolution over the X-ray photographs 

there was the additional advantage that all the atoms in 

the unit cell contribute comparably to the scattering.
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This experiment is described in Chapter 3.

(iii) Variation with temperature and the dispersion 

surfaces

The temperature dependence of the streak and 

background intensities was obtained from six photographs 

taken between 29O°K and 59O°K. The intensity in the streak 

k = 6 was scanned; this streak was chosen because it is 

on the most constant background. The background starts 

to vary quite rapidly beyond k « 6.5 (Fig, 2.1O), because 

of absorption in the crystal.

The results are plotted in Fig. 2.11. They show 

that whereas the background level 9 measured relative to 

a clear part of the film which had been shielded from 

the scattered X-rays, rises with temperature, the height 

of the streak above the background remains constant within 

experimental error.

Equation 2.4 forms the basis for the interpretation 

of the temperature dependence of the streaks.

an
S is the elastic contribution and is sharply confined to 

the Bragg points. The terms contributing to the streaks 

therefore are mainly exp(-AT), S T and ST.
JL & 

r> o

A 11 sin 9A =

(2.4)

kBT I K-^tSfJ) 2 
S,T = I -^ I VK)e*P(-Wx (K)) ^ exp(iH.r~~

fl

(2.6)
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Fig. 2.11 The temperature dependence of the streak and 

background intensities. I is in relative

units .

T background I 

streak I
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k2T2 
2

S2T = i £ 2 -_ o * f (K) exp(-Wx (K))

exptiH.^) --»-*——i_ •"""p.——£_| (2.7)

X X

B is the Debye-Waller factor at temperature T.
2

For AgK radiation and O = 45°, si" 9 = 1.6S" 2 ;
\

°-2 ft = O.6A at 29O K for Ta-Nb in KTN (Chapter 6), a

value which compares favourably with the equivalent one 

found for Ti in BaTiO (Harada et al. (197O)), then

2 4 S.. and S which contain factors K and K respectively

cannot be calculated exactly as this would require a 

complete knowledge of the eigenvectors e (£,J) and eigen- 

frequencies o> . (c[) throughout the Brillouin Zone. Authors 

usually depend on simplifying assumptions to correct for 

S~ in order to obtain S 1 from the experiment (see for
£v J-

a '•) 
example Smith and co-workers 1966, 1968, 1968). Cochran

(1966) examined the temperature dependence of the various 

contributions to -rr- by considering the Einstein model of 

a crystal in which u>.(£) = co . -:-*- then reduces to

r S ^\
2JL = Nf2 exp(-AT) A -£» + AT f JA2T2 + ... ( (2.8) 
d£7- ( Nf^ >

where the crystal has N unit cells each containing one 

atom of form factor f. Fig. 2.12 shows the temperature 

dependence of the inelastic part of eqn. 2.8 using the 

value of A computed for KTN. The exp (-AT) term dominates 

and the total scattering decreases with temperature for
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Fig. 2.12 The temperature dependence of
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this model.

For KTN however the anisotropy in ».(£) is too great 

to be ignored.

A qualitative discussion follows on the effect of 

this anisotropy on the one and two phonon cross-sections. 

As mentioned in Section 2.4, the streak pattern requires 

the assumption of an anisotropic o»j(£) relation.

In a (1, O, O) plane the streaks of intensity lie 

along the [o, l f o] and [o t O f l] lines forming a grid 

(Fig. 2.13i). Assuming this is the geometrical distribution 

of the one-phonon cross-sect ion, the two-phonon cross- 

section is obtained by convoluting the streak pattern with 

itself i.e. setting two identical grids on each other by 

taking every point in the plane as origin. Obviously the 

scattering pattern from the two-phonon cross-section will 

have streaks in the grid but there will also be non- 

negligible scattering in the are^s between the grid lines.

A different approach giving the same result is to 

consider the dispersion surface of the lower phonon modes 

w(c^) . The streak pattern requires an «(c[) relation which 

rises rapidly as £ diverges from a | 1, O, O\ plane. The 

dispersion curves for the transverse acoustic branches were 

measured by neutron scattering (Chapter 4) . As expected

o> (a) WAS ^ounci to k® *ow ^or £ in a j 1, O, O \ plane 

(Fig. 2.13b). The two-phonon contribution could be calcul 

ated for a cubic crystal with one atom per unit cell from 

mathematical approximations to those dispersion curves (for 

example a Debye distribution for £ outside a 5l, o f Q\ 

plane and a flatter branch for £ in a Jl, O, ol plane}.
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Fig. 2.13 (a) The streaks form a grid of lines

along [o,l,o] and [o,O,l].

(b) The dispersion curves of the

transverse acoustic branches in 

cubic KTN showing the anisotropy
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It is clear that for such a dispersion surface S-j^ will 

peak on a streak. Contributions to S are made from two

points in the Brillouin Zone, (£ , co..) and (£2 , w 

Three combinations of £_, £ are possible (Fig. 2.14): 

£, , a both on a streak, one of £,, £ on a streak; and 

£l» SL2 botn off a streak. Even though S2 will peak on 

the streaks, there will be a contribution from the low 

frequency £ modes to the intensity off the streak from 

the second combination of £. , £ . Also there will be a 

contribution to the intensity in the streaks from points 

£, , £2 both off a streak such that 3. * £ = £ and £ 

lies in a Jl f O,cA plane. The relative magnitudes of 

S, and S2 therefore apart from depending on K (i.e. on 

the scattering angle O and the wavelength X) will not be 

the same for all £. Then the tempprature dependence of 

the streaks and phonon background is complicated and 

cannot be predicted without a full computation of 3, and

V
The experiment suggests that whereas for the back 

ground (i.e. the intensity outside the streaks) the 

phonon terms dominate over the oxp(-AT) term and there 

is a small increase in the scattering with temperature, 

for the streaks the terms combine in such a way that the 

variation with temperature is too small to be apparent 

in the photographs .

Again agreeing with the results of Comes et <*1. 

(1968) on KNbO , the streaks in KTN were found to be 

constant with temperature. It was suggested (Conies et al 

(1968)) that this temperature dependence in KNbOq arose
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Fig. 2.14 The three configurations of q ^ , £2 relative

to a [lOO] streak. H is a Bragg point.
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from a static disorder. In that case the X-ray scattering 
would be elastic and would be due to an appropriate SQ in 
equation 2.4. The Debye-Waller factor would then cause 
the intensity to decrease with temperature with the term 
exp(-AT). A static disorder interpretation therefore 
does not agree with the observed constant intensity with 
temperature; phonon terms must be invoked to counteract 
the Debye-Waller factor.

Equation 2.4 is applicable only in the harmonic 
approximation. Its use in this discussion is justifiable 
even though there is an anisotropic overdamped soft optic
mode in KIN (Chapter 4) the scattering from which has a
T ^ 'j"ia" temperature dependence. This is because furtherc 

work with neutrons (Chapter 3) has shown that the scattering
in the streaks for q !^O.3a* is predominantly from a flat 
acoustic branch with frequencies which are not temperature 
dependent (Chapters4 and 5).

In a neutron experiment described in the next chapter, 
the temperature variation of the streaks was examined for 
lower values of 9 and a larger X making the Debye-Waller 
factor and two-phonon terms smaller. At points close to 
the zone boundary the intensity was found to increase 
linearly with temperature as would be expected i&i the 
one phonon term in the harmonic approximation dominates .
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CHAPTER 3

In this chapter two axis neutron diffractometer 

experiments to examine the streaks in KTN (Chapter 2) are 

described. The experiments were performed at A.E.R.E., 

Harwell, in collaboration with A.W. Hewat . The intensity 

in the streaks was examined in the temperature range 338 K 

to 523°K with the crystal in two orientations, with [o,O,l] 

vertical and with [l,l,o] vertical.

At the outset the experiments were designed, and the 

data collected, on the assumption that the streaks arose 

from quasi-elastic scattering (Chapter 1). The results 

obtained however, were not consistent with this assumption. 

Then in triple axis neutron spectrometer experiments on 

KTN and KTaO._ performed at Brookhaven and Harwell (Chapters 

4 and 5) a strong anisotropy in the dispersion of the 

transverse acoustic phonon branch was discovered, indicating 

that the streak pattern could be interpreted in terms of the

0) . (oj relation.

The discussion in the following pages shows how the 

two axis diffractometer results obtained agree with such 

an interpretation.

3.1 Neutron scattering by lattice vibrations

The scattering of X-rays by lattice vibrations 

was described in section 2.1. A brief summary of the 

equivalent results for neutrons is given below.

Unlike the case of X-ray photons, neutron energies
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are comparable with phonon energies. The differential

scattering cross-section is written

,2 k. 
d<r - l (Ku>) (3.1)

dOdo) 2 * k

where

(k0 - k
n

are respectively the change in momentum and energy of the 

scattered neutrons; m is the neutron mass and 1^ and k- 

are the incident and scattered wavevectors. 

Following the approach of Cochran (1969), S(Ko>) can be 

expressed as

S(K») = C Z bx (K) bxf (K)

exp

exp i K-(£ji x t - r^) exp(-iwt)dt (3.2) 

The Debye-Waller factor has been incorporated in the 

scattering length b (K) . The expansion of the exp 

term in a power series gives the cross sections for zero- 

phonon, one-phonon etc. scattering processes.

Expressing u. (t) in terms of phonon coordinates~"~£ X

eventually yields the one-phonon cross section to be

S, (Ko>) = N* £ — ̂ ———— E(u>) ( & (o> - o).(q)) + £(<o + « .(q)) (3.3)

where

" i(H.£

is the one phonon structure factor and
x

in thp notation of section 2.1.
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1) for o> > O

Ti , exp * - 1
V

for a) <£, O.

As in the X-ray cross section £(o>) gives the temperature 

dependence and at relatively high temperatures E(u>) ——> kgT.

The £ dependence of the cross section is given by the 

dispersion surfaces «.(£), and the eigen-vectors £ (£>j)»

3-2 The diffractometer

The diffractometer used for the experiment is one 

of the Ferranti Mk. 2 in the Pluto reactor at A.E.R.E.

The essential parts of the system are illustrated in 

Fig. 3.1. Thermal neutrons from the reactor are reflected 

by the crystal M to give a monochromatic beam. The choice 

of wavelength is limited by the fixed scattering angle 20 , 

and depends on the spacing of the reflecting planes in the 

monochromator . Soller slits in the tubes before and after 

M increase the angular resolution to reduce the spread in 

wavelength of the beam.

The specimen is mounted on a set of arcs screwed firmly 

onto a shaft H in the centre of the diffractometer. The 

instrument can set the crystal to any three dimensional 

orientation within very broad limits. This setting is 

defined by three angles :

*X for rotation about a horizontal axis

GO for rotation of the "X circle C about a

vertical axis, and

0 for rotation about the shaft H (an axis

fixed in the crystal).



Reactor

ackstop

Fig. 3.1 The two axis neutron diffractometer
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A BF_ counter D detects the scattered beam in the horiz 

ontal plane. Its setting is the scattering angle 2©. Seller 

slits fit in the counter face and are mounted for best horiz 

ontal resolution. To allow for fluctuations in the reactor 

flux, counting times are determined by the detection of a 

pre-fixed number of monitor counts at a fission chamber F.

The diffractometer can be controlled either manually,
•- :' ' . . -.-•* n

automatically with punched tape, or on-line to a PDP8 

computer. The main experiments were performed on-line. The 

computer was programmed to calculate the setting angles, give 

the setting orders for the crystal and counter, and record

the number of counts at given positions in reciprocal space.I i ':'"'' 
Further information on tx.u crysiil neutron diffractometers

in general is given in th® book by Arndt and Willis (1966).

"• n! ilL' 'Jo ,/
3.3 Changing the temperature ! r" X

A light electric furnace^ which fitted onto an
" ' ! i * . 

ordinary set of arcs for the diffractometer, was constructed

especially for the experiment at A.E.R tE. Its main features
T 

are shown in Fig. 3,2. l
i'i! ' . ' .-i it.'.', 'it.' 1,'" 1(.S 'OS hv r.'i''I.U; i -'•-! <•• : '\'.l ." 1 ;'

An attempt was »ad<» to ffleastfre theh tefepeifat'ure gradient 

in the crystal by attaching a second thermocouple to its top 

surface. However, the thermocouple wires were directly
v! -, '.--. |. u I.:-.,

exposed to the heating elements and no reliable estimate

could be made. •;. ',-,-0^.- i-.-.-•• ••,(•< - ' <vir>r "

The furnace was regulated automatically by a control 

unit built at A.E.R.B., to give a temperature variation at 

the thermocouple of less than O.1°C.

T : T:',i i iiioo ;• • ;..•' •• * tv.i re ;



Fig. 3.2

H

The Furnace. Heat losses by radiation and air 
conduction are reduced by the silvered and evac 
uated glass bulb enclosing the specimen and 
heater.

S
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specimen

silvered glass bulb

thermocouple

Nichrome heating element

hollow ceramic rod

»O' ring

Air outlet for evacuating the bulb

Heater wires

Thermocouple wires
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3.4 The crystal

The crystal was grown by A. Linz. Its volume was

3 approximately 2cm and it had well developed (1,O,O) faces.

Its average composition was KTa._ -- 0 Nb_ ox,O0 but this varied
U.OJ U.-J' J

within the sample to give a spread in the transition with a

transition temperature T of 2O-5°C. The same crystal had

been used by Yelon et al. in the triple axis experiment on

KTN at Brookhaven (1971). In that experiment the lattice
o 

constant for the cubic cell had been determined to be 3.997A

at 65°C, and its mosaic spread found to be less than O.O2°.

3.5 Geometrical aspects of two axis neutron diffraction

The conditions for coherent elastic scattering of 

neutrons by a crystal are identical to those for x-rays:

- £l « So 

where k and k.. are the incident and scattered wavevectors

and K is the scattering vector. The energy of a neutron of 

wavevector k is given by

~t! s2m K 
n

For a Bragg reflection

K * H

where H is a vector of the reciprocal lattice of the crystal. 

For coherent inelastic scattering

and the conditions are

M-a (Fig. 3.3)

2m n



Fig,, 3.3 A section of a simple cubic reciprocal lattice 

showing wave-vector conservation in a neutron 

scattering process.

K = kj. - to = li -
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where hco.(q) is the energy of a phonon of wavevector £.

In a two axis diffraction experiment the initial energy 

and direction of the neutrons (and hence k^) are defined. 

Also the scattering angle 2Q defines the direction of k.^. 

Since there is no energy resolution in the scattered beam 

|!i1 l remains undetermined; the counter detects neutrons of 

all energies in the range of its sensitivity- (Fig. 3.4).

From k, - k_ = H - q —1 —O — -*

the uncertainty in k. will lead to an uncertainty in £ and 

therefore in the position examined in reciprocal space.

A peak detected with the crystal in a given orientation 

and the counter at 20 could be due to a number of different 

scattering processes which lie on the line of k-, defined 

by the angle 2©. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The 

peak observed in that case could be due, for example, to a 

phonon q with k.. or q» with k». Obviously there will be""""J. •* •—J.

contributions from all the scattering surfaces crossing k1 .
**"*"i

Without energy resolution therefore, a peak observed with 

neutrons aw^y from a Bragg point gives limited information 

as to the wavevector and energy transfer involved.

If on the other hand the wavevector transfer for a 

given scattering process is known from an x-ray experiment, 

it is possible to define the length of k. in the neutron 

experiment and hence obtain an estimate of the energy trans 

fer. To illustrate this point suppose that a monochromatic 

X-ray experiment shows a sharp peak at H - £, this defines 

the wavevector transfer £. The correct geometry to observe 

this peak with the neutron diffractometer is shown in Fig. 

3.6, where the length of k.^ is appropriate to the energy



Fig. 3.4 When there is no energy resolution at the

counter C the length of k is undetermined.



Fig. 3.5 Two possible scattering processes for the peak 

observed at 20.
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transfer for the mode. However, when the diffractometer 

is set up to examine a point in reciprocal space, the angles 

0» 7( » e are calculated, assuming the condition for elastic 

scattering, |k^| * I k \ • To obtain the geometry of 

Fig. 3.6 therefore, © will be the same but J( and 0 will 

have to be set up for the point Q*, where IQ* = IO. The 

peak due to a mode £ with finite energy transfer £ & 9 

will appear to be an elastic peak at Q 1 . The length of 

k^ can then be obtained by drawing in the vector £ to the 

Bragg point to cut the line IQ«. The energy transfer will 

be

&E oc[lQ2 - IQt 2 ]

Since &. E can be positive or negative, for each mode 

£ there will correspond two values of k with l-ki\^|lSol and 

\—l\ ^ l^cA 9*v*n9 r ise to two peaks at different values of 

0, ^ and 0.

For the above argument to hold it is important to be 

certain that the peaks observed with X-rays and neutrons 

correspond to the same mode, otherwise the £ assigned to 

the neutron peaks may not be the correct one. It follows 

that it can only be applied when one or a sharply defined 

series of modes dominates so that the assignment of a 

wavevector £ to the neutron intensity is straightforward.

i

3.6 Resolution

The effects of finite energy transfer in the 

scattering process, and the way they introduce an uncert 

ainty in the point examined in reciprocal space have been 

discussed in the previous section. However, even a Bragg



Fig. 3,6 The correct geometry to observe the peak at

Q.
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reflection, for which the energy transfer is zero, will not 

appear as a delta function in reciprocal space because of

(i) the colliraation width in the beam before and

after the monochromator, 

(ii) the mosaic spreads of the monochromator and

specimen, and

(iii) the collimation width in front of the counters. 

These factors allow the Bragg condition to be satisfied for 

an extended volume in reciprocal space. This volume is 

called the resolution of the experiment. A number of 

authors have discussed resolution, as for example Cooper 

and Nathan$(1967) whose approach and definitions are used 

in this discussion.

The resolution function for a two crystal neutron 

diffraction experiment is defined as the probability of 

detection of neutrons as a function of AK, when the 

instrument is set to measure a scattering process corres 

ponding to K. In terms of reciprocal space when the crystal 

and counter are set to examine a point K, there is a finite 

probability that a volume enclosing K is being examined. 

In order to set limits on this volume, the resolution volume 

is defined as the volume of reciprocal space bounded by the 

Iccus of points for which the value of the resolution funct 

ion is half its maximum value (i.e. the surface for which 

the probability of detection of neutrons is half the prob 

ability at K). Call the section of this volume in the 

plane containing k-, kg, and K, the resolution JUTea.

Cooper and Nathans have calculated an analytical 

expression for the resolution function, assuming Gaussian
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curves for the mosaic spreads of the monochromator and 

specimen and for the transmission functions of the colli- 

mators. They found the loci of equal probability to be 

ellipsoids, and defined the resolution ellipsoid in the 

same way as the resolution volume defined above. The 

resolution area is an ellipse with its long axis approx 

imately perpendicular to k.,

The resolution function was not calculated explicitly 

for the experiment, but since this consisted mainly of an 

investigation of planes of intensity in reciprocal space, 

it was important to know its foot with relation to these 

planes .

Generally the best resolution is close to the focusing 

position of the diffractometer (see for example Arndt and 

Willis, p.2O8). This corresponds to the •parallel arrange 

ment* of the scattering planes in the monochromator and 

crystal. Fig. 3.7 shows how with this geometry, divergent 

beams of several wavelengths from the monochromator, 

arising from the finite collimation in the beam tubes, are 

simultaneously reflected by the specimen crystal. The best 

focusing for the diff ractometer used was for 9** 26 ; (3,1,O) 

with Q = 26.83 was the Bragg point closest to the focusing 

position. Its resolution ellipse was determined experimentally 

and is shown on Fig. 3.8. The short axis is ^ O.O2a (where

a is the reciprocal lattice parameter) and the long axis
it 

/v O.OSa . Following the Cooper, Nathans model the long

axis lies approximately perpendicular to k . Measurements,—"-L *

therefore, were made as close as possible to values of 

9**26°, with scans along a line chosen such that



Fig. 3.7 The parallel arrangement for the monochrornator 

M and sample S. This gives rise to sharper 

reflections from S because the wavelengths
I . M

\ / \ \ in the white beam W are all

reflected at the same angular position. 

(Arridt. and Willis (1966)).



K

N/

31O

Fig. 3.8 The resolution ellipse measured at 3IO. The

contours are for constant neutron counts.
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dircction of k. was approximately parallel to that line.

3.7 The data

The data collection will be discussed in terms 

of reciprocal space. Thus a reflection from a set of 

planes (h 9 k, l\ in the crystal will be considered as the 

point/h, k, Ain the reciprocal lattice of that crystal. 

Such points will always be defined in units of a*, the 

reciprocal unit cell parameter.

All scans were made up of stationary counts at given 

values of

s K *= H - £

where K » (h,k,£) and £ = (x,y f z) with x,y,z, fractions of 

a*. In general therefore, (h,k,£) are not integers.

A weak / (half wavelength) component from the mono- 

chromator peaked on the^l,O,O^ lines halfway between 

Bragg points. Although this was a nuisance because it 

precluded reliable intensity measurements at the Zone 

Boundary, use was made of it as a check for alignment after 

a temperature change. If the / peaks did not agree in 

magnitude and position for two identical scans at different 

temperatures, these scans were discarded and the alignment 

of the crystal re-checked.

(i) The scans in the (h.k.O) plane of the 

reciprocal lattice

Fig. 3.9 is a summary of the data collected 

in this plane.

The choice of points to be examined was determined in 

part by resolution considerations (see section 3.6).



to io]

•

.
000

\ 41O

JSL >[1 0 0]

32.O '* 42O

Fig. 3.9 Data collected in the (h ? k,O) plane. 

Lines represent scans.
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In this plane the focusing positions were close to 3,1,O 

and 3,I,O. From the X-ray experiments (Chapter 2) the 

intensity was expected to be high along lines in the sl,O,O/ 

directions joining the reciprocal lattice points* The atomic 

displacements u are perpendicular to these lines; the one
Wi

phonon structure factor containing a factor K.e (section 3.1),'""• """*X

2the intensity depends on (K.e_ ) . The scans therefore, had

to be chosen at points for which K.e was large. At 3,1,O 

for example, this means along [o,l,o] rather than [l,O,o]. 

A third consideration is the spread in k. due to the energy 

transfer in the crystal (section 3.5). On the assumption 

that the scattering i? restricted to Dlanes, i.e. that the 

scattering from modes £ is negligible unless £ J_ ^1,O,O^ , 

the resolution will not be affected by the change in energy 

provided k.. only touches the line for which £ 

in one place. The best scan would therefore be one along a 

line close to the focusing position such that the long axis 

of the resolution ellipse is perpendicular to the line 

(section 3.6), the K.e factor is favourable and k. makes
^ JL

a small angle with the line (section 3.5). Scans with £ II 

[o,l,o] for Bragg points close to 3,I,O satisfy these 

conditions. F^q. 3.1O shows that for points around 3,1,O 

the scan would have to be with £ || [l,I f o], The intensities 

for £ \) [O,1,O] and £ || [l,l,o] could therefore be compared 

directly for equivalent H in the two quadrants, the resolution 

conditions being similar at the two points.

Fig. 3.11 shows the intensity versus £ curves for the 

different Hat <38 and 523 K. The general features of the



Fig. 3.1O The orientation of the resolution ellipse

at 31O and 31O.
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curves are similar. Along [o,l,o] there is a smooth fall in 

the intensity as £ increases, the levels nevertheless remain 

ing above the background right out toJ£J= O.5a*. A constant 

background for each scan was taken at the lowest level to 

which the intensity fell in the scan across the [o,l,o] line. 

For £ ll [l,I,o] the intensity drops to the background by 

£•£(0.2, 575, O)a». On the other hand the relative values 

of the intensity and their variation with temperature are 

different for the different H. The intensity is highest for 

H = (4,2,O), (4, 5,O) and increases with temperature around 

those points along both £ H[o,l,o] and £ j j [l, 1 ,o] . A
V

similar but less marked temperature dependence is observed 

for H * (3,2,0), (3, 2,O) and (4,1,O), (4,1,O). For H = 

(3,1,O), (3,I,O) the intensity decreases with temperature 

when £lJ[O,l,o] but increases along £|j[l,i,o]. Scans 

across the [o,l,o] line at 338° and 523°K are plotted in 

Fi$. 3.12. As is expected from the X-ray photographs the 

intensity increases rapidly as £ approaches tha [o,l,o] 

direction giving rise to 'streaks 1 in the scatterinn pattern. 

The full width at half height of the more intense of these 

streaks is O.2 a* at £ » O.2a*, and does not chanae apprec 

iably with temperature. As £ nears the Zone Boundary the 

streaks broaden. In certain cases they show two peaks off 

set from £M [O,l,o]. This streak structure will be 

discussed in sub-section (iii).

(ii) The scans in the (h.h./) plane of the 

reciprocal lattice 

These measurements were made with the
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plane horizontal. An offset of 45° in *X satisfied this 

condition, without the crystal having to be remounted after 

the data collection in the (h,k,O) plane (Fig. 3.13). The 

orientation of the «[l,O,Ol planes of the reciprocal lattice 

with the (h,h,£) plane horizontal is illustrated in Fig. 3.14. 

[o,O,l] lines are seen to be the intersection of two planes,
r

the A * const, and B s const, whevre A, B are integers. Fig. 

3.15 summarises the data collected. The considerations 

governing the choice of points wore similar to those in 

subsection (i). Ths best focusing was around (2,2,2). The 

scans were repeated at several temperatures between 338 

and 523°K.

The intensities are plotted in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 for 

scans along and across the [o,O,l] line respectively. In 

general there is good agreement with the observations in 

the (h,k,O) layer. The intensity is highest around H » 

(2,2,2) xvhich has the same static structure factor as 

(4,2,O) (Chapter 1). H = (3,3,1) is a point of special 

interest since with (h,k,/) all odd, it has a structure factor 

which could not be obtained in the (h,k,O) plane. Around this 

point there is very little change in intensitv between 338° 

and 523°. The scans across the [o,O,l] line confirm the 

streak pattern but show offsets and double peaks rather more 

markedly than in the (h,k,O) plane. In the scans through 

(2,2,1) and (2,2,2) the intensity in the streak is not symm 

etrical about the Bragg point. For example the intensity for 

(2,2,2.1) is significantly higher than for (2,2,1.9). it 

will be seen in the next subsection that this together 

with the double peaks mentioned above result from the
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Fig. 3.13 The crystal mounted with [lio] vertical so that.

the (hh^) plane can be examined.
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Fig. 3.14 The orientation of the x = const, and y = const

planes with (hh£) plane horizontal. The x axis 

is along [lOO] and the y axis is along [oio]. 

The insert shows the streaks relative to the 

counter aperture when it lies at right angles 

to [HO].



Fig. 3.16 Scans along the streaks in the (hhl) plane.
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inelasticity of the scattering,

(iii) Elastic or inelastic scattering?

Following the discussion in section 3.5,

it is possible to determine whether the scattering in the 

streaks is elastic or inelastic. The X-ray experiments 

define the wavevector £ for which the intensity is high, 

It is in fact sharply confined to planes through the recip 

rocal lattice points J_ <£l fO,O^ directions. If the 

scattering were elastic, the neutron diffraction picture 

would be similar, with the intensity in fine sheets J_ 

^1,O, o)> lines, the width of the sheets depending primarily 

on the resolution of the experiment. This is not the case. 

In both the (h,k,O) and (h,h,l) planes, scans across the 

sheets show offsets of the peaks from the plane, J_ ^1,O, 

and double peaks (Figs. 3.12, 3.17).

The shapes of the scans in Figs. 3.12, 3.17 indicate 

that they are made up of two components . An attempt was 

made to resolve each scan profile into two gaussians :

yA a A exp(-et(x - x ))2

yB * B exp(^(x - Xg) 2 ) 

then y (calculated) » y + y .

The parameters were A, o, x., B, 3, x_ and the fitting was 

done by stepping each in turn through pre-set increments 

and minimising a residual;

£ | y (observed) * y (calculated) 1

where y (observed) was read off the scan after subtraction 

of a constant background, A reliability factor R was defined!
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£ I y(observed) - y (calculated) 

Z y (observed)

The program to do this calculation was written by V.R. 

Eiriksson.

The fits were very good. Fig. 3.18 shows the resolved 

curves as well as y (calculated) and the points y (observed) 

R varied between 4% for the scan acros (4, lT8, O) and 7% 

for the scan across (3, 3, O.8). The construction of 

section 3.5 can then be applied to the resolved curves to 

obtain an estimate of the inelasticity. This is illustrated

in Fig. 3.19 for the scan through (4, lT8, O) which peaks 

at PA and PQ . (Fig. 3.18).

From the X-ray experiments, the condition to bn satis 

fied is that k should terminate on a line for which £ J[ 

^1,O,O^ . In this case the [o, l,o] line joinino (4,1, 0) 

to (4,2,0).

In Fig. 3.19:

IPA = 10 =

The resolution ellipse is drawn at Q and the full range
A *

of k. observed is obtained by drawing in the possible k, 

vectors through the resolution ellipse, which following 

the arguments of section 3.6, is drawn with its long axis 

'•vO.OSa* roughly perpendicular to k, . Each point in a scan 

is therefore made up of contributions from all the k. 

vectors which satisfy the energy condition for the part 

icular £:

2Ak = 
ko "
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Fig, 3.19 The scan through 4 O.

P is the peak observed, on the assumption

that k = k . Q^ is the correct position 

of the peak. It is on the [oio] line and
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where E is the energy of the incident neutrons. There will 

also be contributions from k vectors for which £ is not

,0,0^ ; it is assumed though, on the evidence of the 

X-ray photographs, that this intensity is negligible relative

to the intensity for £ i 0-»°>°^ • p and PB for the scan 

through (4, lT8, O) are (3.99, I~S, O) and (4.12, I~8, O) . 

The construction (Fig. 3.19) shows that for the first peak

goes to a P° int wi-th ^0.1a*, A k = O.O5 -

O.OSa*. For X = 1.142A, the neutron wavelength used, 

3.5a* and 3 = 62.7

A E = 2 - 2meV 9 
O

For the second peak, P , k <^ k and q £. O.4a*, ^k = O.4 -

O.15 <* to give ntt> D = 13-5 meV. Similarly the values
O

obtained from the scan through (4, 1^6, O) are noo = 9-5 meV 

for q ^O.2a* and 1iw = 9 - 2 meV for q *Z O.4a*.

In the (h,h,£) plane the construction for the scan 

across (2,2,1.8) is interesting as it indicates that thf> 

peaks observed could be due to the sheet for which £ || [l,l,o] f 

line (a) in Fig. 3.2O which is perpendicular to the sheet 

which was being scanned, line (b) . The values from this scan 

are "no> = 7 meV for q i O.2a* and "Tico = 3.5 - 3.5 meV for

q Cl O.la*. For the scan across (3,3,0.8) the values are 

hto = 5 - 2 meV for q *? O.la* and lta> = 7 - 2 meV for

q & 0.4a*.

In the (h,k,O) plane the scan through (3,lT8,O) shov/s 

only one peak on the [o,l,o] line (Fig. 3.12). This follotvs 

from the fact that k lies along the [o,l,o] lino for this 

scan (Fig. 3.21). Contributions are therefore possible from



coon

Fig. 3.2O The scan through 2 2 1.8 (dotted line).

The peak observed at P with IP = IO 

could be due to a scattering process at Q 

with k / k . Note that Q is on line 

(a) even though the experiment was 

originally set up to scan across line b.
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Fig. 3.21 For 3 1.8 O k.. is parallel to [OIOJ."~~_L
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any £ for which the energy transfer no> is satisfied by the

length of k. i.e.

= nu>* i u' 
n

A dispersion curve can then be drawn to show the variation 

of fcu>(£) for £^ ^1,O,O^ , (Fig. 3.22). Inhere different 

values of n<« are available for the same £, the overlap 

values are plotted. In that way the error bars are reduced. 

There is a clear tendency for na)(aj to increase towards the 

zone boundary. Also the absolute values of nco are reason 

able for low lying phonons . This implies that the streaks
;

can be explained in terras of a phonon branch. The dotted 

line drawn through the points on Fig. 3.22 is the dispersion 

curve for the transverse acoustic mode in KTN with £(|[l,O,o] 

observed by YeIon et al . (see Chapter 4). To fit the streak 

pattern this branch would have to be very anisotropic, the 

frequencies rising sharply as £ deviates from the £ \_

plane.

Returning to the scans, no further quantitative inform 

ation can be obtained from the relative heights and areas of 

the component gauss ians on Fig. 3.18. This is because to 

obtain these scans both £ and k. were varied; each 

gaussian therefore although it is made up of scattering 

from a given phonon will in general not contain all the 

integrated intensity from that phonon, but only a part of 

it. For the same reason the widths of the gaussians are 

different. On the other hand, if the scans were designed to 

obtain the full integrated intensity from the phonon, for 

exaaiple by keeping £ constant and varying k. , a lot of



^ «u «j*»

.4

Fig. 3.22 Energy E versus wavevector £ relation for 

the streaks (£ j| [loo]). E is in meV and £ in units 

of a*. The dotted curve is the dispersion curve of 

the TA mode as measured by Yelon et al. (Chapter
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information could be gleaned from the peak profiles on the

2 
basis of the one phonon cross-section d <

j r\ .

J ~Q
J ' ——

j is a branch index and n = (exp £~ - I)" 1 applies for 

scattering with neutron energy gain k.. \ kQ while n + 1 

is for k.. <^ k . F is the one phonon structure factor 

(Section 3.1) .

The ratio of cross sections for the same phonon

observed with k, > k and k n ^ k will equal
1 O 1 x O

*-, - i k-i1 n •»• 1 1

The efficiency of the counter is roughly inversely prop 

ortional to k.. , the ratio therefore becomes e B ; at 

room temperature ( ^3OO°K) for no) - 5 meV this gives a 

ratio of O.2, i.e. the integrated intensity for phonon annih 

ilation will be O.2 that for phonon creation. This value 

will approach 1 as T increases or n<D decreases. When the

comparison is between peaks from different modes on the
i 

same branch with wavevectors £, c^ , the ratio of intensities
i

iS f'nCqM
2 it « % _

4- 1

f"
|nn(£) * :

The u>(£), <*>*(£) being known it would be possible to determine 

the IF(CL ) \ , if a number of peaks were measured and the 

intensities compared.

Lv
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The scans in the experiment can be examined qualitatively 

in the light of the above considerations. Two preliminary 

assumptions are necessary: that even though each scan does

not contain the full phonon intensity the difference between
2the peak intensities has the correct signj that lF(c[,j)j

does not vary appreciably between £ /v O.2a* and q ^^ 

in which region nco is approximately constant at ^ 7 meV
**-*-fift

(Fig. 3.22).

It follows that only peaks for which £ lies betwoen 

O.2a* and O.5a* can be examined and that the largest peak 

should correspond to k < k .

In the scan through (4, 1^6, O) , the peaks correspond 

to. £ «vO.2a* and £ *j*O.4a* and the largest peak is for 

k, < k . Unfortunately the other scans oil have one peak 

for £ ^O.la*, a comparison of the peak intensities would

then, apart from involving / which is known, also involve
2 i P |F(a)| /(F(q')J , which depends on the eigenvectors.

A last point to consider is the asymmetry of the 

intensity about (2,2,1) and (2,2,2) in the scan along the 

streaks (Fig. 3.16). The construction on Fig. 3.2O shows 

that for these points a contribution i? expected from the 

sheet J[ [O,O,l] with £ j|[l,l,o]. The asymmetry then 

follows from the fact that the intensity at (2,2,1.1) for

example corresponds to £ i\[l,l,o] *q\/vO.la* with k. < k^l«l ** 1 O
and at (2,2,0.9) to £ \\[l j ljp o] J£\ ~O.la* with k > k ; 

the intensity at (2^2,1.1) is therefore expected to be 

higher.

The above considerations all emphasise the n^ed for 

caution in the interpretation of the streak intensities
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and especially in the assignment of £ vectors.

•'•-•• •• n>. . •• -.•••.»• •• - _ - •• .
(iv) Anharmonicity

•: f" •••-.• ~. >•. ,
The main conclusion reached in the previous

subsection, i.e. that the scattering in the sheets is inelastic, 

is equally valid for harmonic and anharmonic modes. It depends 

only on the fact that the scattering process involves a transfei

of energy "fcoo between the neutrons and the crystal. The express-
,2

ion for the cross-section ^, though, applies to harm-

onic modes and if the suitable quasi-harmonic frequency is 

used (Chapter 1),, also to modes in which the anharmonicity 
is small.

Anharmonic interactions are expected to shift the 

frequency and to produce a finite lifetime for the normal 

nodes* The shift £ and the inverse lifetime \ depend on temp 
erature and the applied frequency o>. Considering the scan 

through (4,1.6,O) (Fig. 3.12), two gauss ians have been fitted 
to the scan profiles at 338° and 523°K. The difference between 
the peak positions at the two temperatures is O.O3a* for one 

peak and O.Ola* for the other. These values are both within 

the same resolution ellipse. The change in the quasi-harmonic 
frequency with temperature therefore, if it exists, cannot be 
detected in this experiment. This also applies to the temp 

erature dependence of the other scans (Fig. 3.12). Despite 

different intensities at different temperatures, the peaks 

remain essentially at the same points and there is little change 

in their full width at half height with temperature.

Bven though it has not as yet been established categori 

cally that the scattering in the streaks is from the transverse 
acoustic branch, it seems a very likely proposition at this
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stage. The frequencies of the acoustic branch in 

become lower as T approaches T because of coupling with the 

soft optic modes (Chapter 4). A similar temperature depend 

ence for the acoustic branch could be expected in KTN but 

has not been observed in the experiments described in this 

chapter. This is consistent with the results of the triple 

axis neutron scattering experiments on KTN (Chapters 4 and 

5).

(v) Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of the harmonic 

phonon scattering cross-section is governed by the term

n = (exp, • - 1) for phonon annihilation and n + 1 forKBr 

phonon creation (see Cochran and Cowley (1967)). When

no> <[ k T both these terms tend to k T.
B • Bo

The Debye-Waller factor is exp(-

9 O(Section 2.5). With \ <\, l.O A and e «? 3O this becomes 

exp(- O.15 3^5) - For T varying between 3OO°K and 5OO°K, 

the Debye-Waller factor only varies between O.86 and O.78, 

its effect is therefore unimportant.

In the experiment the crystal was examined in the 

temperature range 338 to 523 K. This gives 3 minimum

k T *v 4.5 x lo" ergs. An "hu> of ^ 5 meV is equivalent B ~"~ —

to ̂  7 x 1O" ergs. Then "no> is of the order of — k T — ~ JLO B
and decreases with rising temperature. It is therefore 

reasonable to expect the intensity to vary as T in that 

range.

The intensities in the scans at 523°K in both th^ (h,k,O) 

and (h,h,£) planes were scaled down (after subtraction
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338of a constant background) by a factor -=^5 and plotted with

the intensities at 338°K. The result is shown in Fig. 

3.23(a) for £ J\ [o,l,o] around (3,1,O) and Fig. 3.23(b) 

for £ \\ [l,I,o] around (3,1,O). The behaviour shown by 

these points is general and applies as well to the other 

scans. For £ || [O,l,o] i.e. in an intensity sheet, from 

c[ >O.2a* to the zone boundary the scaled and measured 

intensities are in good agreement. For £ || [l,I,o] the 

agreement is good from ££/O.la*. In both cases, closer 

to the Bragg point the measured intensity is higher than the 

intensity scaled from 523°K. There is therefore an extra 

contribution to the intensity close to the Bragg points, 

whose temperature dependence is not that of harmonic phonon 

scattering. This is the 'critical scattering 1 which increases 

as the transition is approached (338 K is closer to T than 

523 K) and which on Cochran's theory would be scattering 

from the soft optic branch (Cochran 1969) . The different 

£ dependence observed along [l,O,o] and [l,l,o] would 

suggest that this branch too is anisotropic. But this is 

not conclusive as following the discussion in subsection 

(iii) great care is required in the assignment of £ wave- 

vectors to the scattered intensities. A more -detailed study

of both the- •critical scattering 1 and the harmonic scattering
i 

in the sheets is made in Chapter 5 after the discussion on

the Brookhaven triple axis experiments on KTN and KTaOq in 

Chapter 4.



Fig. 3.23 The intensity I along [oio] and

[llo] scaled down from 25O°C 

and compared to the measured 

intensity at 65°C. 

X : scaled I
/^

* : measured I at 65 C.
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CHAPTER 4 - BROOKHAVEN EXPERIMENTS ON KTN AND KTaCX,

4.1 Neutron scattering study of the soft 

modes in cubic potassium tantalate- 

niobate

4.2 Neutron scattering analysis of the 

linear-displacement correlations in 

KTaO3
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CHAPTER 4

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of two 

experiments performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory 

which are of considerable importance for the present work. 

They are triple axis experiments on KTN and KTaO .

The high flux beam reactor makes investigations 

possible on crystals which would be too small to examine 

at Harwell. For example, using the same KTN crystal for
»

which Yelon et al. (see below) measured the full dispersion 

curves of the transverse acoustic branches at Brookhaven, 

neutron groups for phonons beyond q a o.lSa* could not be 

observed at Harwell (Chapter 5) .

The experiment by Comes et al. (1972) on KTaO 

established the strong anisotropy in the dispersion of 

the transverse acoustic branch. This raised the possi 

bility of similar branches in KTN together with the over- 

damped transverse optic branches giving rise to the streaks 

observed with X-rays (Chapter 2) and two-axis neutron 

scattering experiments (Chapter 3).

4.1 Neutron scattering study of the soft modes in 

cubic potassium tantalate-niobato 

This work by W.B. Yelon, W^ Cochran, G. Shirane 

and A. Linz has been published in •Ferroelectrics • (1971).
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The crystal they used had composition KTa '3^0 37°3 

and has b^en described in Chapter 3.

(i) The phonon dispersion curves and the soft 

modes

The phonon dispersion curves are plotted

in Fig. 4.1. The anisotropy is obvious. The transverse 

acoustic branch flattens out and remains low for £ 11 

[l,0,OJ, compared to £ \\ [l,l,o] and e 1)^1,1, o]; while 

the transverse optic phonon branch is soft and over- 

damped as in KNbO3 for £ H [l,O,o], Intensities for 
<

th> transverse acoustic phonons in the [l,l,o] and 

[l,l,l] directions were measured in various Brillouin 

zones. For small q*s they agree well with values calcul 

ated using the elastic structure factors; the mode
' - • *?*••. 

interaction in these directions is apparently small.

Also the frequency of the acoustic phonons with q U [l,O,o] 

does not change appreciably with temperature (Fig. 4.2). 

Since there can be no interaction between the transverse 

and longitudinal modes in the symmetry directions studies, 

the longitudinal branches were not examined.

As with KNbO~, the optic mode energy is extremely 

anisotropicjfrom being overdamped in the [l,O,o] direction 

it increases steeply for £ 1| [l,l,o] with e [\ [l,l,o]. 

The soft overdamped optic phonons in the ^1,O,O^ directions 

(Fig. 4.2) were studied extensively. The temperature 

dependence of the intensity at zero energy transfer of two 

equivalent soft phonons with a = (O.l5,O,O)a* was observed. 

These phonons have the same structure factor only if the



meV

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 O.I 0

[c,o,o]
O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 4.1 The phonon dispersion curves measured in the

o
(hkO) zone for KTN at 65 C.
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The transverse optic and transverse acoustic 

phonons at | £ j = O.15a* at several points

o .o.in the (hkO) zone at both 65 and 25O C.
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oxygen octahedron is not distorted in the node, but they 

matched well and could justifiably be plotted together 

(Fig. 4.3). At £ = O in a pure crystal the intensity 

would be expected to rise as the transition temperature 

is approached from above and drop sharply below this 

temperature with a shape similar to the temperature 

dependence of the dielectric constant (Chapter 1). The 

degree of rounding observed (Fig. 4-3) is r reflection 

of the composition gradients in the sample. In the two 

axis neutron experiments on KTN (Chapter 3) this 

contribution to the scattering which increases as the 

transition temperature is approached has been observed 

for q ^ O.2a* f and it was called 'critical 1 scattering.

(ii) Mode determination

Yelon et al. continued their investigation 

by deriving the relative atomic displacements for the 

transverse acoustic and transverse optic modes at 

£ * (O.2,O,O)a*.

The general principles involved in mode deter 

mination are outlined in Chapter 5, (section 5.4). It 

is useful however to describe here the coordinate set 

S often used by Brookhaven authors in perovskite work, 

and which is referred to in the structural study of KTN 

(Chapter 6). There are five coordinates S . . (X = 

O, 1, 2, 3, 4) for e:ch atom x, which are normalised 

by the condition £ m S . S . f = o,, f ... _ T X X /» X \ \ \ X =1

Table 4.1 gives the complete sot used by Yelon et al

S is the acoustic component. S .. and r, _ are f slater 1 xO xl
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Fig. 4.3 The temperature dependence of the soft mode

intensity at = O.15a*, measured at /\E = O.



Table 4.1

The normal coordinates S . for KTa^ AQNb- ,,-CX,xX O.63 O.37 3

x Atom Position S ^ xO S xl Sx2 3x3 3

1 K (0,0,0) 0.0648 O -O.147 O O

2 Ta-Nb (i.i.i) O.O648 -O.O4O O.O281 O O

0.0648 0.126 O.0281 -O.1O2 -O.177

4 0TT (0,i,i) 0.0648 0.12* 0.0281 -O.1O2 -»-O.177

5 O (i,i,0) O.O648 O.126 O.O281 O.2O4 O
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and 'Last 1 type modes respectively, and are illustrated 

together with S 3 which involves a distortion of the oxygen 

octahedron in Fig. 4.4. The fifth mode Sx4is necessary 

to complete the set. This mode has O_ and O moving in 

opposite directions. In the tetragonal phase O_ and O-j 

are related by the crystal symmetry: it is therefore 

unlikely that there is an S component in the soft mode 

and it was omitted from the set used.

The normalised displacements u . of the kth atom are 

given as linear combinations of the coordinates S .

3
u . = £ a. . S A
* j \=0 ^ XA

Then the one phonon structure factor (see for example 

section 5.4) can be written

3 
F (K) = I a^. 2 b S exp i (H.r )

-> \=o * J x

neglecting the variation in the Debye-Waller factors as 

this was small in the region examined.

For any mode (£,j) for which ho> . (£) < k T, the neutron 

intensity integrated over o> is given by

C(K.e ) 2 F2. (K)T 
I i(5) = —————— —— J ————
3 «

where C is a constant. By fitting the structure factors 

with all possible sign combinations to the intensities 

observed in several zones for the same o^, solutions for 

the a. . were obtained.

The resulting acceptable displacements properly 

normalised associated with the optic and acoustic branches 

at £ « (O.2,O,O)a* were found to be, for the optic mode:



xo B O

SLATER

O O

LAST

O
s '

O

Fig. 4.4 Three symmetry coordinates for atomic motions 

of the perovskite ABX . 

The X atom projected on the same site as the

B atom is omitted for clarity.
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= O.H6, uTa. « 0.038m)

uoi " uon ' uoin = - °'078

and for the acoustic mode:

U= -0.022, «_ » 0.068

uoi = uoii ' "oiii " °-08 °

In Chapter 5 the relative displacements of the atoms 

in the transverse acoustic mode at (O,O,J)a* are deter 

mined.

The mode is found to be of the M- type in which 

the (Ta-Nb) and the two equivalent oxygens only move. 

This is not unlike the acoustic mode at q « o.2a* in 

which the K motion is at least a factor of three down 

on that of the other atoms.

On the other hand the transverse optic mode is
•

more of the M. type, because of the large K displace

ment. M_ involves the motion of the K atom and the 

inequivalent oxygen only (Cowley (1964) ) ,

4.2 Neutron scattering analysis of the linear- 

displacement correlations in KTaO

R. Comes and G. Shirane are the authors of 

this paper published in Physical Review (1972).

(i) Anisotropy of dispersion branches

The lowest acoustic and optic dispersion 

branches were investigated in detail as a function of 

the wavevector £ and eigenvector e. Fig. 4.5 shows 

the measured dispersion curves along three directions:



28 - I 1 I 
o 300 °K 
• 20 °K

T2 mode 

ell [TlO] ell [OIO]_

iii
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 O.I 

q=[C,C,0]o*
0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

q=[C,0,0]a* q=[C,0.268C,0]a*

Fig. 4.5 Transverse acoustic and optic dispersion curves 

along [lio] (T mode polarised [lio]), [lOO],
^-

and along a straight line at 15 from [lOO].

o.
In the two latter cases the 2O K curves are

also shown.
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[1,1,0] (e 1| [1,1,0]), [1,0,0] and along a direction 

15 from [l,O,o] in the (h,k,O) zone; and Fig. 4.6 

shows transverse modes in the [l,l,l] direction and in 

the [l,O,l] with polarisation parallel to [o,l,o]. The 

branches are low for £ perpendicular to a ^1,O,O^ 

direction. These are precisely the directions of £ for 

which high intensity was observed in KTN (Chapters 2 and 

3), Fig. 4.7 indicates how pronounced the anisotropy in 

w.(c[) is: GO rises rapidly as £ diverges from a jl,O,Oj 

reciprocal sheet.

(ii) Optic-acoustic mode interaction

Gome's and Shirane went on to collect low 

temperature data on KTaO . At 2O°K the anisotropy of 

the acoustic branch was found to increase and the whole 

branch, in agreement with a previous experiment (Axe 

et al. 197O) shows a pronounced dip in frequency. Fig. 

4.5 shows that this anomalous effect is narrowly restricted 

to the [l,O,o] direction since only a small change is 

detected for £ at 15° from [l,O,o]. This temperature 

dependence had already been observed along [l,O,o] by Axe 

et al. (197O) and successfully explained in the long wave 

length limit by an optic-acoustic mode interaction. 

Comes and jhirane hold that mode interaction is the main 

cause of the steep anisotropy of the acoustic dispersion, 

since there is apparently little or no interaction along 

the direction 15° from [l,O,o].

In this respect thpy examined the anisotropy of the

initial slope of the dispersion curves; since the mode

2 interaction is roughly proportional to q , it is expected



I 1 1 I I I I I II I I I I I I
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 O.I 0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 4.6 Transverse acoustic and optic dispersion curves 

along [lOl] (T-. mode polarised [oio]) and along 

[ill]. Note the extension of the horizontal 

part of the branches near the zone boundary along 

[lOl], that is, for the direction where the 

frequency is lowest.
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to disappear as q approaches zero. The transverse acoustic 

velocities at room temperature were measured by Barrett 

(1968) and are 3.9O9 - O.O1 1O5 cm/sec, along [l,O,o] and 

4.34 - O.2 1O5 cm/sec, along [l,l,o] which indeed shows 

the anisotropy of the branch to be very small at q = O.

(iii) Elastic constants

The three first-order elastic constants for

KTaO_ were deduced from the neutron scattering experiments. 

They are (in 1O12 dynes/cm2):

c44 * 1.15 (- 0.06), C I:L = 4.04 (- O.I) and c 12 = 1.4 

(- O.O7). These are to be compared to the values obtained

by Barrett (1968) from ultrasonic attentuation measure-
12 2 ments (in 1O dynes/cm ) :

C44 = 1-071, c = 3.936.

Using this more precise value of c _ and the neutron data, 

they calculated
12 2 c * 1.3O x 1O dynes /cm .

-L «£

(iv) The zero energy scattering

Additional quasi-elastic scattering was 

observed in KTaOq . As shown in Fig. 4.8 there is a 

strong Q dependent cross-section centred on zero energy 

transfer. This scattering was found to be practically 

independent of temperature and restricted to the vicinity 

of the Brillouin zone centre. However, its location in 

reciprocal space was not precisely defined. It is not 

exactly along fl,O,O£ sheets and varied from one 

Brillouin zone to another in a way which could not be 

explained by the resolution function of the spectrometer
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(Cooper and Nathans, 1967).

The authors admit not having an interpretation of 

this phenomenon but mention that it also appeared in 

studies of other perovskites, KMnFq and SrTiO.. It 

would be difficult to identify such a cross -section in 

KTN, BaTiO or KNbO because of the quasi -elastic 

scattering from the overdamped optic modes. In KTaO., 

its independence of temperature makes it difficult to 

associate with the critical region (Chapter 1), but
/

obviously a more detailed study of the phenomenon is 

required.



CHAPTER 5 - ACOUSTIC ANJ OPTIC MODES

5.1 The triple axis spectrometer

5.2 Experimental results and interpretation

5.3 The eigenvectors of th^ transverse 

acoustic mode at the zone boundary 

£ = (0,0,0.5)a»

5.4 Scattering near the zone centre and 

•critical scattering 1
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CHAPTER 5

In this chapter the results of an experiment on 

KTN with a triple axis neutron spectrometer are discussed, 

This study was similar to that carried out by Comes and 

Shirane on KTaO (Chapter 4) and the same anisotropy in 

the dispersion surfaces was found in KTN.

Also the intensities obtained in the two axis 

neutron diffraction experiment (Chapter 3) are examined 

further in the light of these results. A discussion is 

given on the mechanisms contributing to the intensity in 

different parts of the Brillouin Zone.

The experiments on the triple axis spectrometer 

were performed at A.E.R.E. Harwell, in collaboration 

with A.W. Hewat.

5,1 The triple axis spectrometer

(i) General description of the instrument 

The triple axis neutron spectrometer was 

originally developed by B.N. Brockhouse who has given 

a very comprehensive description of its construction 

and mode of operation (Brockhouse, I960) .

The DIDO triple axis spectrometer at A.E.R.E., 

Harwell, was used for this experiment; Fig. 5.1 is a 

schematic diagram of its basic components.



React or

D

Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of the triple axis crystal 

spectrometer.
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The beam of thermal neutrons from the reactor impinges 

on the crystal M which selects a monochromatic beam. This 

is scattered by the sample S and the energy of the 

scattered neutrons is analysed by Bragg reflection at the 

crystal A before these are counted by the detector D.

The information yielded by the spectrometer is the 

energy transfer no> and the wave?v«ctor transfer £, in the 

scattering process involving the sample. These values 

are fully defined by k^ and k, (the incident and 

scattered wavevectors at S) and the orientc.tion of the 

reciprocal lattice of S relative to k, since in the 

notation of Chapter 3,

= H -

(Fig. 5.2)
J. V--'n 

In Fig. 5.3 Q.. and the spacing of the reflectingM

planes in M determine k-^ while the direction of k- is

determined by 0; Ik-1 depends on ©A j the orientation ofI "™"JL" A

the reciprocal lattice of S relative to k_ is given by 

yj which is the angle of rotation of o about an axis 

perpendicular to the plane of the scattering.

(ii) Method of operation

The method of operation of the DUX)

triple axis spectrometer is described in detail in a 

report by Saunderson,Duffill and Sharp (1965). Essentially 

the experiment was controlled automatically with punched 

tape generated by a computer program which calculated 0 f 

and ©A for the type of scan and position in reciprocal



[01 0]

[1 0 01

Fig* 5.2 A section of a simple cubic reciprocal lattice 

showing wave-vector conservation in a neutron 

scattering process.



[010]

k'

^100]

Fig. 5.3 The reciprocal lattice of S showing the

incident and scattered wavevectors k, k— 1

k and k are vectors in the reciprocal-o -i
lattices of M and A respectively.
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space required. The incident energy could not be changed

in the middle of a run as e.. was set manually.
M

In this work the "constant Q" method of scanning was 

used (Brockhouse I960). Such a scan keeps the scattering 

vector K constant while k. and therefore the energy 

transfer is varied.

Another type of scan often used in triple axis 

spectrometry is the "constant E" scan in which the energy 

transfer B is kept constant while K is varied. The paths 

of'constant Q" and "constant S" scans in energy wave- 

vector space are shown in Fig. 5.4.

( iii ) Resolution

The general comments on resolution made

in Section 3.5 regarding two axis experiments are appli 

cable to triple axis spectroraetry with the reservation that 

the mosaic spread and collimation at the analysing 

crystal are to be accounted for as well. Furthermore, 

the resolution function will depend on the energy trans 

fer E. For given slit and crystal parameters therefore 

the resolution function can be written R(K, E) .

Cooper and Nathans (1967) have derived an expression 

for the resolution function of a triple ;>xis spectrometer 

which forms the basis of a computer program available at 

A.E.R.E.; this calculates the resolution function for an 

experiment after input of the relevant parameters: slit 

sizes, wavelength of the incident beam, mosaic spreads of 

the crystals, energy transfer and position examined in 

reciprocal space.



Energy

const. Q

con st. E

Wavevect or

Fig. 5.4 The paths of "const. E" and "const. Q" scans.
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Fig. 5.5 shows the sections of a resolution ellipsoid

in the constant E, constant k and constant k planes' x y r
calculated for KTN. k , k are components parallel and 

perpendicular to K respectively in the plane of scattering.

The ellipsoid is elongated more towards k than k and isx y
considerably elongated along the B axis.

Cooper and Nathans (1967) also discuss the focusing 

effects which arise from the shape of the ellipsoid. 

Focusing occurs when the resolution ellipsoid and dispersion 

surface examined are aligned to maximise the area 

surface which is enclosed by the ellipsoid. This will 

depend on the configuration of the neutron paths, the 

length of K and the orientation of the resolution of the 

ellipsoid relative to the dispersion surface. The "W" 

configuration for the neutron paths was used; it corres 

ponds to the "parallel" arrangement (Section 3.5) of the 

two pairs of reflections (at M, S and S, A) (Fig. 5.6). 

For a transverse phonon to be observed, K must be nearly
«

perpendicular to o^ so that the polarisation term K.£ 

in the one ohonon structure factor (Section 3.1) is large, 

and then c[ lies along k . The section of a very aniso- 

tropic dispersion surface in the plane E s constant is 

shown in Fig. 5.7. The best partial focusing will be 

when k lies along one of the main axes of the sectional
y

ellipse. This is what Cooper and Nathans (1967) call »Q» 

focusing. The condition is approximately satisfied in 

the (h,h,£) plane for (2,2,O) (Fig. 5.7).

A more important effect is 'gradient" focusing. The



02a

0-04a*

grad
of main axis

3-7 THz/a*

Fig. 5.5 Sections of a resolution ellipsoid calculated 

for KTN. The dotted line is the projection

of the ellipsoid on the constant E plane.



Reactor

D

Fig. 5.6 The "W" configuration

M : monochromator

S : sample 

A : analyser

D : detector



K

Fig. 5.7 "QM fucusing. H is a Bragg point; 

K is the scattering vector.

k lies along an axis of the 
V

sectional ellipse.
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dispersion curve will be in the E, k plane. The resolution 

for both "constant Q" and "gonstant B" scans will be optimised

when the gradient of the long axis of the sectional ellipse

dE is equal to the gradient of the dispersion curve -g-

(Fig. 5.8). In KTN, ~^(q = O.la*) = 8.4 THzfa*)" 1 for the 

dispersion curve of the transverse acoustic mode with 

£ J| [ijO.o] measured at Brookhaven (Chapter 4), the grad 

ient of the main axis of the resolution ellipse was calcul 

ated to be 7.4 in the same units for both (2,2,O) and 

(2,2,2). Thus the condition for gradient focusing was 

nearly satisfied in the Brillouin zones associated with 

these two reflections.

5.2 Experimental results and interpretation

The KTN crystal described in Chapter 3 was 

also used in this experiment. It was mounted with a 

[l f l,o] axis vertical so that the (h,h,£) plane could be 

examined. The experiment was performed at room temperature

(22°C).

Phonon peaks beyond q » O.15a* could not be obtained 

because of low intensity arising from the relatively small 

size of the crystal.

( * ) "Constant Q" scans

The anisotropy of the transverse acoustic 

branch was examined by observing the neutron groups for 

different orientations of £ near the symmetry directions 

[l,l,O] and [o,O,l]. Fig. 5.9 shows the neutron groups.



Fig. 5.8 "Gradient" focusing. The dispersion 

curve and the long axis of the 

sectional ellipse have the same

gradient.



200

100

0

(i) .X.*--*-"1'975 v975
hhl

* K" *
«' 07 » \° *

/ ' \ % *
4 * \ %

7 -9 M 1-3 
THz

Fig. 5.9 Neutron groups for phonons of q /^ O.la^ 

.at several .points in reciprocal space. 

Note how the peak energy is lowest for

<100> .

I is in neutron counts



2-07 2-072

tK.it,1

200

100

(ii)

•- '* 2-07 207 1-975

" 7 1-950

hhl

8 •9 1

THz
M

Fig. 5.9 Neutron groups for phonons of q cs/O.la* 

at several points in reciprocal space. 

Note how the peak energy is lowest for

£ _L <100> •

I is in neutron counts.
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The peaks move to higher energies as £ diverges from 

the [0,0,1] direction in Fig. 5.9(i), and from the [l,l,o] 

direction in Fig. 5.9(ii). Both these directions lie in 

^1,O,Oj^ planes of tha reciprocal lattice.

Fig. 5.1O shows th«? polarisations («?) of the phonons 

as the orientation of £ changes. For (2,2,O), tht> modes 

observed are almost purely transverse, while at (2,2,2), 

K forms an angle of 3-5° with £ and both transverse and 

longitudinal modes can be examined. As £ is rotated out 

of the [l,l,o] direction, (K.eJ increases for transverse 

phonons. The breadth of the neutron group at (2.O7,2.O7,~) 

coulI be due to a mixing of transverse and longitudinal 

modes; the groups becoming sharper as £ diverges from 

[l,l,o] and the transverse modes dominate.

The results show that as in KTaO (Chapter 4) the 

dispersion surface w(£) of the transverse acoustic branch 

in KTN has valleys along the (l,O,o) planes of the 

reciprocal lattice. The cross-section of such a valley 

compared with the projection of the resolution ellipsoid 

is depicted in Fig. 5.11. It mu<;t be noted that the dip 

in oo(£) is very sharp; the observed width being due 

entirely to the resolution of the experiment.

Fig. 5.11 also shows the values of oo(£) expected 

from an isotropic distribution,i.e. if co(£) = vq even 

for £ rotated by a small angl^ from a {l f O,Oj plane. 

At (1.975, 2.1,0) j£| = .104a* and the angle of diver 

gence of £ from the [o,O,l] direction is tan" O.25 14°. 

From Chapter 4, v = 8.4THz (a*)" , thon u> = O.87THz for



222

[OOlJ

[no]

220

N. ^s^XK' K /

^e t

-I

Fig. 5.1O The polarisation of the phonons around

222 and 22O. — I are the directions of 

the atomic displacements in longitudinal

Qmodes and —t are the directions for 

transverse modes. At a point off a 

symmetry line a mode is not purely 

transverse or longitudinal.



E 
THz

M

1-

8

{100} ^la H

0-04a* 

P

•05 0 -025 0 •025 -050

/(a*)

Fig. 5.11 The valley in the dispersion surface

The dotted line is the cross-section 

of an isotropic dispersion surface 

co = vq. P is the projection of the 

resolution ellipsoid and H is a

Bragg point
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(1.975,271,0) on an isotropic distribution, compared to 

o.96 THz observed.

(ii) Temperature dependence of the acoustic

branch frequencies

Comparing values for (0(2) on the acoustic 

branch as £ = (O.l,O,O)a* at room temperature (from this 

experiment) and at 65°C and 25O°C (from the Brookhaven 

experiment described in Chapter 4) , they are found to be 

the same (O.84 THz) within experimental error. Then 

there appears to be no dip in the acoustic frequencies 

along [l,O,o] in KTN as the temperature approaches the 

transition, unlike the behaviour observed in KTaO,, by 

Comps and Shirane (Chapter 4) .

The scattering from the acoustic modes in KTN will 

therefore be proportional to T (when ~no> < k T), the 

frequency <o(qj being independent of temperature.

5,3 The eigenvectors of the transverse acoustic mode 

at the zone boundary £ = (O,O,O.5)a*

Having established the existence of the aniso- 

tropic acoustic branch in KTN with the triple axis experi 

ment, the intensities of the streaks at points with £ = 

(O,O,0.5)a* observed in the two axis e^rperiment (Chapter 3) 

are examined in this section. On the assumption that at 

such points the scattering is strongly dominated by the 

transverse acoustic branch, a set of eigenvectors for 

the atomic displacemc?nts is derived. The derivation 

is given in subsection (iv), following
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discussions on (i) the (O,O,O.2)a* £ £ £ (O f O f O.5)a* 

region of the Brillouin Zone, (ii) symmetry restrictions 

on the eigenvectors and (iii) the one phonon structure 

factors «

(i) The (0,0,0.2)a» ^ £^ (0,0,0.5)_a* region 

of the Brillouin Zone

The temperature dependence and energy 

transfer calculations in Chapter 3 showed that the 

intensity in the O.2a* ̂  q ^ O.5a* region along £ |)[l,O,o] 

is consistent with scattering from the anisotropic trans 

verse acoustic branch. Both the X-ray results (Chapter 2) 

and the two axis neutron results (Chapter 3) indicate this 

intensity is constant with £ in that region. This is 

shown in Fig. 5.12.

The arguments put forward in Chapter 3 caution that 

for non-zero energy transfers, the initial values of £ 

assigned to the scans in Fig. 5.12 are not necessarily 

correct; however, because of finite resolution and 

because in those scans k. , the scattering direction, lies 

close to the [o,O,l] line, the £ values taken in the broad 

region O.2a* ^ q ^ O.5a* are a good approximation to the 

correct ones (Fig. 5.13).

The «>(£) relation for the transverse acoustic branch 

along [l,O,o] in KTN is approximately constant for O.2a*< 

q < O.5a* (Chapter 4). Considering the one phonon cross- 

section (section 3.1), constant intensity in the same q 

region implies constant eigenvectors e^^j) for the 

displacements of the atoms in the mode.



Pig. 5.12 Scans in the (hh£) plane.

The intensity I is approx 

imately constant for 

0.2a*.
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41-50

420

Fig. 5.13 Constant intensity for O.2a*^q ^O

The intensity measured on the streak 

with k = k is a good approximation to—U —-L

the true intensity because of finite 

resolution and the relatively broad 

range of £ over which the acoustic 

branch is flat.
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The two axis neutron experiment provided measured 

relative intensities for the O.2a*<^ q < O.5a* region in

several Brillouin Zones. The eigenvectors are obtained
2 

by fitting the expression for (^^) 1 » the one Phonon
, x—cross-section, to the intensities. (^odE^l ±S given in 

section 3,1,

(£,.1) exp 1 H.rJ ~

where C is a constant which is the same in all Brillouin 
Zones. The Debye-Waller factor is included in C since 0 
does not vary much over the region of reciprocal space 
considered.

(ii) Symmetry restrictions on a mode with £ = (O,O,O.5)a*

The zone boundary (O f O,O.5)a* in a perovskite 

structure is a point of high symmetry and for a normal mode 

with £ = (O,O,O.5)a* only certain configurations are allowed 

for the relative displacements of the atoms in the unit cell. 

Cowley (1964) has calculated these configurations using group 

theory. Each normal mode at this point belongs to one of five 

irreducible representations which he labels M,, M , ML, M and
-L ^ .J O

MC • M,, Mp and M are for longitudinal modes and will not be 

considered further as we are considering the x point of a 

transverse branch of the dispersion relation. M_ and M. on 

the other hand both represent possible transverse modes at 

£ = (0,0,0.5)a*.

The unit cell of KTN is drawn in Fig. 5.14. It must be 

noted that the labelling of the oxygen atoms follows a 

different convention from that used by Cowley (1964). The 

table following gives the atomic displacements u.(x) which
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are allowed in each of MS and MS , where i is either x, y 

or z and gives the direction of u, and x is the atom.

a = (0,0,0.5)a*

M5 ' ux (M), u

M5 S

(M represents Ta-Nb).

It is clear from the table that M and M5 are transverse 

modes and that each is two-fold degenerate.

The displacement pattern for each mode is illustrated 

below for adjacent unit cells and in a single unit cell in 

Fig. 5.15.

*r

Jt-i*

A transverse normal mode at £ = (O,O,O.5)a* therefore can

only be in one of two irreducible representations:

M- with u(K) = u (°m) s ° and no restrictions on

other atoms, and 

M^ with u(M) = u(0j) = ^(Ojj) = O and no restrictions

on other atoms.



Fig. 5.14 The unit cell of KTN.

Ta-Nb is at (| f |

K at (O O O)

O at (Ol)

O,, O at (i O i

0XII at (I ± O)



Fig. 5.15

M mode: only the atoms in the 

T planes (Ta-Nb, Oj., O ) have

non-zero displacements.
t

M mode: only the atoms in

the K planes (K, O II;L ) have 

non-zero displacements.
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Now £ « (0,0,0.5)a*, £ * (O.5,O,O)a* and £ = (O,O.5,O)a* 

are symmetry related points in the Brillouin Zone of an 

ideal perovskite crystal. However, the three oxygen atoms 

are not equivalent at those points. Thus, for example, at 

£ = (0.5,0,0)a*, M5 represents a displacement pattern 

involving Ta-Nb, O^ and O^, while M5 involes K and 

Oj. At £ a (0,0,5,0)a*, M5 involves Ta-Nb, Oj and O^j 

and M^ involves K and O^. Use of this will be made in 

the following sections.

(iii) The one phonon structure factors for 

£ = (0.5,0,0)a*

There are only three different structure 

factors for points with £ = (O.5,O,O)a*; calling these

FA , FB and FC , if

k = (h + 0.5, k, t) 9 

F is for k,£ of which only one is odd, e.g. (3,5,O,1)

F is for k,£ both even, e.g. (3.5,O,O), and
B

F is for k,/ both odd, e.g. (3.5,1,1), Fig. (5. 16).
f

i 
For an M mode:

FA = K.e[b(K) u(K) - bjOj) ufOj)] (5. la

FD = K.e[b(K) u(K) * b(O ) u(O )] (5.1bo ~~ ~" x j.

F^ = K.e[b(K) u(K) + b(O ) u(O )] (5.1cC — — * A

For an MS mode ;

s K.e[-b(M) u(M) - b(0) ^^(Ojjj) - "(O^ft 1 (5.2a

= K.o[ b(M) u(M) + b(0) (O) + u(0)} ] (5.2b

= K.e[-b(M) u(M) + b(0) ^
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Fig. 5.16 The (hkO) and (hhl) planes of the

reciprocal lattice. 

A : points with structure factor F

B : points with structure factor F
B

C : points with structure factor F
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It must be noted that for an M mode, F = FC .

(iv) Calculation of eigenvectors

Points with structure factor FA and FR only > 

occur in the (h,k,O) plane of the reciprocal lattice. In 

the (h,h,£) plane the structure factors are either Fg or

Fc-
Fig 5.17 shows the points examined and in Table 5.1 

are listed the intensities, K.e_ factors and F values 

observed in both the (h,k,O) and (h,h,£) planes.

In the (h,h,£) plane, two sheets at 45° to the 

counter aperture contribute to the streak intensity

(Fig. 5.18); this must therefore be multiplied by
45° 

•z— = O.35 before comparison with the intensity in
cos 45

the (h,k,O) plane in which only one sheet contributes.

When this correction is applied and the K.e? factor is
2 removed, there is good agreement between the F0 calcul-
O

ated in the two planes of measurement.

The first conclusion reached is that the mode cannot 

be M since for MS , FB « FC (section 5.4(iii)). The mode 

is therefore M and the atoms involved are the Ta-Nb and 

the two oxygens lying with it in the plane half way between 

the K sites. This agrees with the X-ray photographs 

(Chapter 2) in which the intensity is dominated by the 

scattering from the heavy Ta-Nb atoms.

The relative displacements of the atoms in the M mode 

were obtained by fitting the expressions for the structure

factors given in eqns . 5.8 to the observed values of -FA*
-FD , -F~. This was done by a least squares refinement Jo \->



* , XV ,
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0 hhl

AC x
X K

310 -410

*
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320 -420

x
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Fig. 5.17 The (hkO) and (hhl) planes.

X : points close to the zone boundary

at which the intensity was measured



Table 5.1

h k ^ Ftype I (K-£) c <•* (K-2)" = s F

3 k O FA 200-67 9 4.7 - O.7

4 k O F_ 500 - 20O 16 5.6 - 1o

2 2 t FQ 400 - 20O 4 5.8 - 1.5 o

1 1 £ FC 500 - 80 1 13-1

k and I take up all values between n + O.3 and 

n + O.5 (n is an integer) for which measurements are 

available and the spread in I is the root mean square

deviation of I for these measurements .
t

C is a correcting factor for the number of

sheets contributing to I . It is 1 in the (h,k,O) 

plane arid O.35 in the (h,h,£) plane (see text). 

S is a scaling factor.



45'

[o o 0

[OIO]

Fig. 5. The orientation of the x -~ const, and. y ~ const 

planes with (hh£) plane horizontal. The x axis 

is along [lOO] and the y axis is along [oio]. 

The insert shows the streaks relative to the 

counter aperture when it lies at right angles 

to [HO].
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procedure in which all possible sign combinations were 

used.
u(0

It was assumed that T = ~~ ̂ otherwlSe

the number of parameters would be equal to the number of 

equations; a scaling factor was the second parameter. 

(Solving the equations directly for three parameters, i.e. 

with u(0II]:)5* u(0][I ) gave a solution with ufO^) % ufO^) ) . 

The details of the fit are given in Table 5.2. A good 

fit was obtained for a configuration

u ' 0Iil) su <°II> = " 1 -° " °' 1 u (Ta " Nb) * 

The pattern of movement in this mode is illustrated in

Fig. 5.19 for (O.O,O.5)a» .'

5.4 Scattering near the zone centre and 'critical'

scattering

It has already been speculated in Chapter 3 

that for q < O.2a* the intensity observed in the two axis 

neutron experiment contained a contribution which increased 

as the transition temperature was approached, and which was 

called 'critical 1 scattering, ('Critical' is enclosed in 

inverted commas because of the confusion in what authors 

refer to as critical scattering), (Chapter 1).

The intensity was examined at the points (2,2,0.96) 

(2,2,1.O4) and (2,2,1.96), (2,2,2.O4) at a number of 

temperatures between 65 C and 25O C. The values are listed 

in Table 5.3. Following the arguments of Chapter 3, the 

intensities are not necessarily symmetrical about the 

Bragg peak.



Table 5.2

Structure factor equations

*i S = 4.7 o.7 M

0 « bM S + 2brtuS s 5.7 1.5
a M U

= -bM S •»• 2briuS * 13 - l.O
M vx

M = 0.700 b,. = 0.577 
M vJ

S is a scaling factor.

U • ufM

Parameters : S, uS.

Values of parameters obtained from the least squares fit

S =s -10 - 0.8

uS * 1O - O.7

/. u » -1 - 0.1

Correlation Matrix

1 -0.15 

-0.15 1



o I / I
y— - _» „ — «-

M ©-»
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Fig. 5.19 The eigenvectors of the transverse

acoustic mode at £ = (O,O,O.5)a*



Table 5.3

h h t

2 2 O.96

2 2 1.04

2 2 1.96

2 2 2.O4

338

17

19

94

126

373

18

2O

104

132

423

2O

21

117

139

473

21

23

130

148

523

22

24

14O

155

(T"K)
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At first it was assumed that 'critical* scattering was 

negligible at 250°C, i.e. that at that temperature the 

scattering is entirely from the acoustic modes. The intensity 

at 25O C was scaled down linearly with temperature (this is 

the expected temperature dependence of one phonon scattering 

at these temperatures; as pointed out in Chapter 3, the 

Debye-Waller factor has a negligible effect) and the diff 

erence between the scaled and observed intensity at the 

lower temperatures was attributed to 'critical' scattering.

However, fitting to a - or T temperature depend-
c c 

ence, which is the temperature dependence expected of such

scattering (Chapter 1), was not possible.

The second approach was to fit the intensities at all 

temperatures to each of the expressions:

'calc ' AT

- AT * rr •••<b >
c 

AT is the thermal diffuse scattering from the acoustic modes

and the second term is the 'critical' scattering. Expression 

(b) applies to scattering from a soft optic mode (Cochran 1968).

A linear least squares fit was used and the results are 

tabulated in Table 5.4. The correlation between A and B for 

both treatments is high so it is not possible to obtain 

individual values with high accuracy. But what is important 

is that the fit is good,

i? - I T Icalc " Observed JK — r L —— • — r^
observed

for both models. The temperature dependence of the 

intensity near the zone centre therefore can be inter-



Table 5.4

(i) Fit to AT •»• Y-^

Parameters: A, B. 

Correlation matrix

1 -0.75 

-0.75 1

Values of A, B from the fit

h h I 

2 2 O.96 

2 2 1.O4 

2 2 1.96 

2 2 2.O4

O.040

O.O50

O.28

0.30

, (1

A

- 0.

- 0.

± 0.

- o.

OO2

OO5

01

01

calculated

B

2O4 -

234 -

355 -

1700 t

77

173

424

52O

R

598

9%

5%

3%

- I I ~»observed ' 4
R = 5" C I observed



Table 5.4

(ii) Fit to AT BT
T - T c

Parameters: A, B 

Correlation matrix

1 -0.84 

-0.84 1

Values of A, B from the fit 

h h I A B R

2 2 O.96 O.O4O - O.OO3 O.46 - O.24 5%

2 2 1.04 0.040 - 0.002 O.57 - O.17 3%

2 2 1.96 O.26 - O.Ol O.36 - 1.15 4%

2 2 2.O4 O.27 - O.O2 4.1 - 2.1

_ ,. - optic raocie Intensity , _ . .. _ O o 0 o Ratl° of acoustic mode Intensity at 3. ' ° wlth T = 338

BT /ATh h t Calculated ratio T - Tc

221 O.3 O.3

222 O.15 O.2

The calculated ratio is from the cross-sections 

in Cochran (1968).
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preted on either of these simple two component models. 

, A theoretical ostimate of the relative contribution

of the two components AT and BT , can be raade from
c 

the equations (Cochran 1968):
i §2 2 2 d(T Nk T IF J K cos a

(acoustic) = —2 ———— - ———————— . (5.9)
raw a

NkRTC K2cos3 o

T - T
C X

These are the cross-sections of the acoustic and soft 

optic modes respectively. F is the static structure 

factor, a the angle between K and the polarisation vector 

of the modes (both modes are assumed to have the same 

polarisation), m is the mass of the unit cell and u> the
ol

frequency of the acoustic mode. In eqn. 5.1O, P is the 

spontaneous polarisation of the ferroelectric phase and 

is taken to be 7.8 x 1O e.s.u. (Jona and Shirane 1962), 

C is the Curie constant, defined by

e* 4*c
T - T c

where £ is the dielectric constant. C was taken as "2 1 x 1O K 

which is the value for BaTiO . v is the volume of the 

unit cell. The other parameters are in the usual notation 

(see for example section 3.1). The atomic displacements 

u in the soft optic mode are taken to be the displace 

ments at the cubic tetragonal structural transition 

(Chapter 6), since from Cochran's theory (Chapter 1) the 

soft mode is responsible for the transition.
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At 65°C the theoretical ratio §£• (optic)/^ (acoustic) 

is 0.3 for (2,2,1) and O.15 for (2.2.2).

These values compare favourably with those obtained 

from the observed intensities (Table 5*4).

The scattering close to the zone centre is therefore 

adequately described as arising mainly from constant 

frequency modes (giving the T dependent termj , and modes 

with frequencies which vary as (T - T )""*(giving the 

T(T - T ) dependent terra).



CHAPTER 6 - STRUCTURE DETERMINATION OF THE TETRAGONAL PHASE

6.1 Crystals used

4 "' 6.2 Data collection

6.3 Structure refinement

6.4 The structural transition and the

' v soft optic mode

; 6.5 Nature of the soft mode in KTN
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CHAPTER 6

The structural determination of the tetragonal phase 

of KTN is discussed in this chapter. Neutron data was 

collected and the structure refined in collaboration with 

K.D. Rouse and A.W. Hewat of A.E.R.E. Harwell.

KNbO3 , like BaTiO , exhibits four phases on cooling: 

cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic and rhorabohedral, with 

transitions at 435°C, 225°C and -1O°C. The three non-cubic 

phases are ferroelectric. KTaO however, remains cubic 

down to at least 5°K. There is a continuous range of KTN

solid solutions KTa Nb., <X, t having the same four phasesx 1-x 3' * r
as KNbO , but the transition temperatures vary linearly 

(Jona and Shirane (1962)) with composition x.

6.1 Crystals used

Fox and Bryce of the Mullard Research Laboratory, 

Redhill, grew the KTN crystals and obtained the transition 

temperatures by dielectric measurements. A sample was 

chosen with T C = 48 C (x * O.56), so that the crystal would 

be in the tetragonal phase at room temperature. The 

lattice constants c » 4.OO6A and a a 3.993A were obtained 

at 21 °C from X-ray powder photographs. The axial ratio 

c/a » 1.OO33 is too close to unity for peak splitting in 

a multidomain crystal to be observed on the neutron diffracto- 

meter, and since the optical quality of the crystal was poor
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single domain regions could not be located with a polarising 

•icroscope. Special precautions were therefore necessary to 

ensure that all domains were aligned along the same axis.

A number of 7.6 mgm spheres ( % 1 mm diameter) were 

ground using an air abrasive tumbler, these specimens being 

made as small as possible to reduce extinction problems. 

The spheres were mounted between very thin aluminium foil 

electrodes which clamped onto the crystal when several 

hundred volts were applied between them. These crystals 

were heated by a hot air blower to about 1OO°C above TC , 

with a field of .~lo,OOO volt/cm across the electrodes. 

When the temperature was raised through T . rapid fluct-
V-*

uations in the conductivity of th«? crystal were observed. 

This was interpreted as the release of charges trapped on 

grain boundaries, as the domains were switched. When these 

transient currents had died away, the crystal was assumed 

to be completely poled, and it was allowed to cool to room 

temperature (21 - 3 C). The field was maintained during 

data collections to avoid the relaxation of the domain 

alignment observed for other ferroelectries (Jona and 

Shirane (1962)).

6.2 Data collection

The crystals were examined for extinction by 

checking the relative intensities of the four different 

groups of reflexions, comparing equivalent reflexions, 

and looking for any change in integrated intensity as the 

crystal was rotated around the scattering vector. 

intensities of the strongest equivalents in the best
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crystal differed by up to 1096 because of anisotropic 

extinction, with practically no effect for the three weaker 

types. These strong reflexions were averaged over equiv 

alents so that isotropic extinction corrections could be 

used later in refinement. Extinction increased markedly 

when the temperature was raised through I ; presumably
Vj-

the strain fields in the crystal were relaxed in the cubic 

phase*

Altogether ninety independent reflexions were obtained 

for the best crystal with a neutron wavelength X » 1.143X. 

©-2© step scans were used over a 0 range of between 1.2 

and 2.9 , according to the angular dependence of the resol 

ution of the diffractoroeter (Willis (I960)). Counting 

times were adjusted to reduce the statistical error to 

less than \% in all cases. At least one equivalent was 

obtained for each of the reflexions, and a standard 

reflexion was scanned every six hours as a check on 

instrument stability. Control and data reduction were 

performed on-line by the Harwell Andromache system 

incorporating a PDP-8 computer linked to a four circle 

diffractometer. Some gaps in the data (Table 6.1) corres 

pond to teething troubles with this system.

Background corrections were obtained by offsetting 

the crystal by 3°, and repeating the scan over the same 

angular range. No absorption or thermal diffuse scattering 

corrections were made: the former can be neglected for such 

a small and spherical crystal, and the latter will have a 

negligible effect on the co-ordinate parameters. These 

effects will in any case be taken up by the scale, extinction



Table 6.1

Structure factors, on an arbitrary scale, for KTN 
with tetragonal axis along [ool]. Observed F(OBS) 
with statistical standard deviation in the last digit 
- *>" . , and calculated F(CALC) corrected by up to 5% 
for extinction.



F ( e v HKL F(ORS) F (CAl.C)

220
POp
400
OO4

240
O4?
204
242
224
O44
O6O
006
?44
?60
O6?
1 1 1
31 1
1 1 3
133
151
1 15
351
153
315
353
T35
1 on
001

?l o
201
]02
~>,oo
003
??i
?i ?
?3O
O3??'n
••? ~~> o

^23
1 4O

O4 1

1 O4

24 1
1 4?

1 . 5454-5
1 .5^0+5
1 .52^+6
1 . 427+6
1 . 47?+7
1 . 453+6
1 .471+6
1 . 4?9+7
1 .453+7
1 .329^7
1.311+7
1 . ?39+7
1 . 309.+-6
1.275*7
1 . 259+7
0.897+3
O. 855+4
0.059+4
0.785+4
0.769+5
0.750+5
0.678+5
0. 708+4
0.695+5
O.6 1 4+4
0.640+5
n. 589+1
0.570+1
O.587+3
0. 598+2
'-. 598+2
0.562+3
O. 556,+ ?
0. 568+.3
0.588+2
0.54^+4
0. 5^6+3
^.558+2
•"). 528+^

n. ̂ ,/i2+3
n. c563 + 3
•O. 56 r'+'l

O. C>70-»;3

0. 55 1 +3
O. 55 3+3

1 .574
1 .54?
1 .537
1.491
1.513
1 .499
1 .446
1 .464
1.410
1 .346

.1 .365
1 .248
1 .30?
1 .316
1 .304
0.878
0.850
0.855
0.806
0.749
0 . 765
0.701
0. 703
0.714
0.654
0.661
0.585
0.588
0.58^
0 . 587
0 . 590
0.557
0.561
0 -575
0. 580
0.546
0.547
0.546
0.53^
0.533
0 . 554

0.546

0 . 558
0.53)
0.54^

?14
050
005
043
034
250
05?
?05
?43
?34
25?
225
1 44
110
01 1
21 1
1 12
130
O31
013
231
132'123

141
1 14
233
150
051
105
143
134
251
152
305
343
334
3^?
253
3?5
161
1 16
} f^/i1 ' •

1 45

215
033

0.557+3
0.465+3
0.473+3
0.5?5+3
0.51 5+3
0.457+4
0.463+3
0. 470+3
0.513+3
0.50P+3
0.449+3
0.45?+3
0.51 5+3
0. 334+ 1
0.337+1
0.343+1
0.342+1
0.327+2
0.320+2
0.313+2
0.332+2

• 0. 320 + 2
0.317+2
0.345+2
'0. 334 + 2
0.299+2
0. 303+2
0.292+2
0.267+2
0.323+2
0.322+2
0.276+3
0.298+2
0.260+2
0.288+2
0.297+?
0.265+3
0.281+?
0.266+?
0. 344+?
0.333+?
0. 28 1 +3
O. 283+3
0.270+2
0.290+p

0.545
0.470
0.476
0.505
0.514
0.459
0.460
0.463
0.491
0.501
O. 450
0.451
0.508
0.333
0.330
0.337
0.339
0.326
0.319
0.310
0.324
0.330
0.314
0.349
0.344
0.301
0.309
0.295
0.276
O.321
O. 332
0.298
0.311
0.265
0.308
0.321
0.30?
0.278
0.?65

0.358
0.3?6
.0 .309

0.275
0.276
0.290
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and thermal parameters. Scattering lengths of b(K) * O.37, 

b(Ta, Nb) s O.696 and b.(o) = O.577 were used in the refine 

ment (Neutron Diffraction Commission (1969)).

6.3 Structure refinement

The symmetry of the tetragonal phase of KTN is 

P4mra, and the unit cell is derived from the cubic unit cell 

(K at 0,0,0* (Ta, Nb) at (i,i,i), O(l) at (i,J,O), O(2) at 

(i»O»i) and O(3) at (O,i,£)) by changing the z co-ordinate 

of each atom x by A (x). The A(x) are expected to be about 

1% of the cell dimensions. Katz and Megaw (1967) have emphasised 

the dangers of least squares refinements of pseudo- symmetric 

structures, where false minima almost inevitably occur. It 

is necessary to refine the largest displacement from the 

symmetry position first, and then the next largest, taking 

care to try all possible combinations of signs for the 

starting values of these parameters. A Harwell version of 

the ORFLS program fusing et al. (1962)) was used initially, 

with isotropic temperature factors. The strongest set of 

reflexions, (2h,2k,2£) were left out at first, and later

an extinction correction (Zachariasen (1967)) of up to 1O%
2 was determined for P'calc by trial and error for this set of

22 P reflexions. The corrected F » yF . , where y ^ (1 + x ) - x
2 and x ar £ FQbs cosec 2© for a spherical crystal. Finally,

the constrained parameter least squares program of Pawley 

(1971) was used to refine the extinction parameter fc. and 

anisotropic temperature factors .

In practice it was found that whatever combination of 

displacement signs or choice of origin was used at the start
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equivalent sets of displacements were obtained on refine 

ment, xhe parameter correlation problem characteristic 

of the perovskite structure however, was encountered 

(Harada et al. (197O)). With the origin centred on the 

K atom there was a strong correlation between the 

tantalum-niobium displacement ^(Ta,Nb) and the potassium 

B-factor along the ferroelectric axis, B33 (K). With the 

origin at (Ta,Nb) there was less of a problem with correl 

ation between /I (K) and B_3 (Ta,Nb); this is not fully 

understood but with this choice of origin the correl 

ation appears to be shared more evenly between the 

different pairs of parameters.

The error limits for ̂ (K) (Table 6.2) could perhaps 

be reduced by collecting x-ray data, as was demonstrated 

for BaTiO3 (Harada et al. (197O)). This BaTiO3 work is 

one of the most accurate structure determinations yet 

available for any of the distorted perovskites . It 

shows that the earlier neutron diffraction structures 

obtained for BaTiO3 give essentially the correct nuclear 

co-ordinates in spite of the parameter correlation problem, 

but that the temperature factors may be unreliable (but 

see also Hewat (1972)). It is reasonable to believe that 

the same is true for the present experiment on KTN, as 

it is for other structure determinations when extinction 

is not negligible and parameter correlation problems 

occur .



Table 6.2

A(K)

A(Ta,Nb)

A(0(2))

B(Ta,Nb)

B(0(1))22

B33 (0(1.))

B(0(J))22

B(0(2))22

B33 (0(2)) => B33(0(3))

R

Rw

0.012 + 0.004 

0. (origin)

-0.0101 £ 0.0008

-0.0115 t 0.0008

0.004 i 0*002

0.009 i 0.001
0.005 i 0.001

0.009 + 0.001

0.007 i 0.001
0.0042 + 0.00?

0.008 0.001

0.0050 + 0.0005
0.0073 ±. : 0.0007 

0.00097 + O.OOCI07 

0.021

0.025

eg

eg 
g2 

g2 

g2 

g2 

g2 

g2 

g2 

g2 

g2

Structural parameters for tetragonal KTN. The &(•*) are in 

units of c = 4.OO6& = l.OO33a, and are the displacements 

along [OO1] from the atomic positions for cubic perovskite 

(K at (0,0,0), (Ta,Nb) at (i,J,i), O(l) at (i,i,O), O(2) at 

(i,0,i) and 0(3) at (O,i,i)). The B.... =( u , 2^ A*" represent 

the mean square amplitudes of vibration along the j-axis. 

The absolute magnitude of the extinction parameter is 

determined by the F-scale (see text). The reliability 

indices are

= £ || Fobs F

calc obs

calc 

where w =

obs 

1,2

and R = £ww obs

obs'
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6.4 The structural transition and the soft optic mode

The structure determination will of course only 

give the displacements of the atoms relative to some arbitrary 

origin, which has been fixed on the (Ta, Nb) atom in the 

refinement. If these displacements are to be seen as the 

result of a soft optic mode (Chapter 1) then a new origin 

must be chosen, compatible with the requirement that the 

centre of mass does not move in such a mode. This condition 

is expressed by an equation involving the atomic masses m(x). 

m(K) & (K) + m(Ta, Nb) A (Ta,Nb) + m(O)(4(O(l)) + 

2 & (0(2))) * O (6.1) 

If this equation is to be satisfied, the origin must be 

moved O.OOO3 units of c from the (Ta, Nb) atom position. 

The displacements of table 6.2, relative to this new 

origin are A(K) = O.O12 t .OO3, A (Ta, Nb) = O.OOO3,

(0(1)) « -0.010 - .001 and A(O(2)) = -O.Cll - .OO1, or 

approximately 

(K) » 3x,£(Ta,Nb) = O.lx, A (O(l) ) *A(O(2) ) «&(O(3)) « _ 2x

(6.2) 

with -x St O.OO5 units of c .

The soft optic mode in cubic KTN has been identified 

by Yelon, Cochran, Shirane and Linz (1971) in an inelastic 

neutron scattering experiment (Chapter 4). The relative 

atomic displacements for q » O.2a* were found to be 

u(K) « 3x u(Ta,Nb) « x u(O(l))- u(O(2) ) =: u(O(3) ) = -2x

(6.3) 

As these authors pointed out, with these displacements the

mode at q » O.2a* contains an acoustic component i.e. 

equation (6.1) is not exactly satisfied, mainly because of
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the (Ta, Nb) contribution. This is to be expected, firstly 

because the measurement was made at a considerable distance 

from £ = o (the mode character changes with cj , and secondly 

because an anharmonic interaction will cause the acoustic 

mode character to be mixed into that of the optic mode. 

Nevertheless, these results (6.3) should be a fair approx 

imation to the atomic displacements in the soft optic mode 
at £ * o.

The similarity between the displacements in this soft 

mode (6.3) and the structural displacements which occur 

with the ferroelectric transition (6.2) is quite obvious 

following Cochran's theory (Chapter 1).

6.5 Nature of the soft mode in KTN

The soft mode responsible for the transition in 

KTN is a mixture of the 'Slater 1 and 'Last* types (Yelon 

et al. 1971). There is no real reason why it should be 

purely one or the other (see the calculations of Cowley 

(1964 ) for 3rTiO3 ). Essentially, in KTN as in other 

such perovskites, the soft mode consists of a vibration 

of the oxygen octahedron against the remainder of the 

cell, with the heavy (Ta, Nb) atoms in KTN effectively 

fixed at the centre of mass because of equation (6.1). 

This oxygen octahedron is undistorted, within the experi 

mental errors. This contrasts with the structure of tetra 

gonal BaTiO , where there is an appreciable distortion of 

the oxygen octahedron, which Harada, Axe and Shirane (1971) 

have attributed to so called s ~ components in the soft 

mode eigenvectors (Chapter 4). In KTa03 (Gome's et al. 1972))
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and KTN (Yelon et al. (1971)), there is no S^3 contribution. 

Tne sx^ coordinates for the atomic displacements are 

described in Chapter 4.



CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER 7

We set out to investigate the strange scattering 

properties and "peculiar dynamics" (Cochran (1969)) of 

KNbO3 by examining its solid solution with KTaO3 , a 

compound which appeared to be more straightforward in 

its dynamical properties. Comes et al. (1968) after 

taking monochromatic X-ray photographs of KNbO3 in its 

various phases introduced the possibility that the 

transitions were not displacive at all, but of the
i

order-disorder type (Chapter 1). This was not contra 

dicted by the anisotropic quasi-elastic scattering 

observed in a neutron experiment on KNbO» (Nunes et al. 

(1971)). Yet that scattering could be interpreted 

equally well on an overdamped phonon model. On the other 

hand a well behaved under-damped soft optic mode > which 

followed Cochran 's theory extremely well, had been 

discovered in KTaC- (Shirane et al . (1967)). It was even 

thought at the time (quite wrongly) that the dispersion 

curves for the optic modes in KTaO.- were relatively 

isotropic. Now it appears that even KTaO is peculiar 

in the extreme anisotropy of its lower phonon branches 

(Chapter 4).

KTN turned out to be quite representative of the 

pecularities of its constituents. The crystals we examined

have the approximate composition KTa ^M~>0 A®* * tne\J » o \^) « *» j
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optic phonon branches are overdamped for all q 

as in KNbO , and the acoustic branches are extremely 

anisotropic, and flatten out for £> (O.2,O,O)a*, as in 

KTa°3* The Aspersion curves for KNbO3 , KTaO3 and

KTaO.63NbO.37°3 are Plotted ir» Fi9- 7- 1 - A structural 

determination on a KTN crystal which is tetragonal at 

room temperature revealed atomic displacements from the 

cubic phase which agree well with the soft mode eigen 

vectors (bearing in mind that these were not measured at 

q * O) (Chapter 6) ; and a structure factor incorporating 

these displacements fitted well to the T(T - T )~ dependent 

intensity in the two axis neutron diffraction experiment 

(Chapter 5), We took monochromatic X-ray pictures of KTN 

(Chapter 2) and obtained streaks identical to the ones 

observed by Comes et al. (1968) in KNbO,.. We showed 

however that the intensity can be due to one and two- 

phonon scattering from a very anisotropic dispersion 

surface. The calculation of the two-phonon contribution 

using eigenvectors given by a model (e.g. Stirling (1972)) 

is necessary however, before a full quantitative inter 

pretation of the temperature dependence of the x-ray 

scattering can be attempted.

The fact that the intensity in the streaks does not 

fall with temperature in either KNbO3 or KTN excludes its 

being due to static disorder in the structure. If it were, 

it would be similar to Bragg scattering, and should 

decrease with temperature because of the Debye-Waller 

factor.

In Ch pter 3 we describe how we observed the stroaks
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with a neutron diffractometer and show that the scattering 

is not entirely quasi-elastic but has a large contribution 

from the acoustic phonon branches, especially at the zone 

boundary. A set of eigen-vectors for the acoustic mode 

at a = (O,0,0.5)a* is derived in Chapter 5. This is 

consistent with the eigenvectors derived by Yelon et al. 

(Chapter 4) for the acoustic mode at £ = (O,O,C.2)a*, and 

involves a motion of the Ta-Nb and two oxygens (M mode). 

The optic mode eigenvectors at £ = (O,O,O.2)a* on the 

other hand, include a relatively large amplitude for the 

K displacement (Chapter 4).

We confess immediately that as yet we do not under 

stand the differences between the dynamics of KTaOq , KNbO~ 

and KTN, and cannot produce a model from which the dynamics 

of TCTa Nb1 O., can be predicted for all x.
-?v JL ̂  ̂C «J

The displacive transition in perovskites and the 

associated excitations have fascinated many authors, 

precisely because they are not understood. Similar 

transitions occur in perovskite structures which have 

little in common chemically or electronically (KNbOq , BaTiO~ 

for example), yet there are marked differences between 

materials which one would expect to be similar (KNbOq , KTaO,- : 

Nb and Ta belong to the same group of the periodic table, 

they have identical ionic radii).

It is the fashion to classify perovskites into groups 

by correlating certain properties. For example, as mentioned 

in Chapter 1, attempts have been made to link the thermo- 

dynamic order of the transition with whether the soft raodps 

are overdamped or not. Then underdamped soft modes
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were discovered in PbTiO3 (Shirane et al. (197OJ), which 

undergoes a first-order transition like BaTiO3 ; the

relevant modes for BaTiO- are overdamped. It appears there-
3 i

fore to be too early in the day for such classifications; 

yet many authors indulge in them, only to concede gracefully 

when new experiments reveal conflicting facts.

The truth is probably that the balance of forces in
r

the structure is extremely delicate and that until first 

principle calculations can be made to describe these forces 

in terms of the cheuistry and physics of the individual 

atoms concerned, we are groping in the dark.

To escape self-criticism we report observations on 

several perovskites of interest, avoiding any tendency to 

group them. These are listed in Table 7.1.

A few general points can be made. Cochran»s theory 

appears to be applicable to all the transitions examined, 

provided the temperature is not too close to T . The atomic 

displacements at the transition correspond to the eigen 

vectors of a soft optic mode at q = O. As Cochran (1959, 

I960) predicted, the mode can be overdamped. There is no 

evidence which compels one to abandon the description of the 

phase transition and the dynamics of the crystal in terms of 

phonon coordinates, and concepts. Static order-disorder, as 

simple and attractive as it seemed to explain the X-ray 

photographs of KNbO3 and BaTiO3 (Comes et al. (1968)), had 

to be abandoned in the face of the NMR data (Bonera et al. 

(1971)). This is conclusive; any disorder in the cubic 

phase of KNbO must have a lifetime <£ Io~ s. We have 

shown (Chapter 2) that even the X-ray photographs are not
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consistent with static disorder because of the temperature 

dependence of the intensity. The tunneling mode model 

remains as an alternative to the phonon picture. This 

has been explained briefly in Chapter 1. Cochran (1972) 

discusses how when the tunneling is between two off 

symmetry sites there can be a spectrum of behaviour 

depending on the height of the potential barrier between 

the two sites. At one extreme when the potential barrier 

is very high the atom will be localised in one of the 

minima. At the other when the potential barrier is 

smaller than k T the atoms will pass between the minima 

in a time which is of the same order cf magnitude as the 

period of a typical phonon, and any possibility of disting 

uishing between displacive and order-disorder types of 

transition is apparently lost.

The anisotropy observed to a certain degree in all 

the perovskites examined and especially the rather sharp 

valleys along £ J_ O,O,O> *n the dispersion surfaces of 

KTN and KTaO3 are not fully understood. Comes and Shirane 

(Chapter 4) suggest that the frequencies are low because 

of anharmonic interactions between the optic and acoustic 

branches in the plane for which <£ J_ <1, O,O> . The 

question remains: Why should this mode coupling be so 

sharply confined to these directions?

In all cases (KTN, KNbO3 , cubic and tetragonal BaTiO3 ) 

the anisotropy is such that the <*».*(£) surface is low 

for modes 3. with eigenvectors which are in the same 

direction as the displacements which occur at the transition 

At the transition however, it is the frequency of a mode
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for which q = O which goes to zero, and on a harmonic model 

there is an infinite choice of eigenvectors for a q = O 

mode (Fig. 7.2). Cochrants theory therefore in its 

simplest form (i.e. o> ——>O for a transverse optic mode at 

q = O) does not tell us anything about the direction in 

which the crystal will distort. This direction is speci 

fied by the condition that the free energy must be a 

minimum, and it can be derived by invoking anharmonic terms 

in the Hamiltonian for the crystal (Cowley 1965). Possibly 

a similar approach would yield the anisotropy.

It is interesting to note that Stirling (1972) pred 

icted a degree of anisotropy in the scattering of x-rays 

by SrTiO^, using a purely harmonic shell model. He fitted 

the model to measured dispersion curves and obtained force
!

constants which are quite reasonable compared with those 

of successful models for alkali halides for example. The 

anisotropy in SrTiCX, arises mainly from a low frequency 

branch between £ = (O,O,j)a* and £ = (i,i,i)a* and is 

linked with normal modes which are rotations of groups 

of oxygen ions. These are modes which Cowley (1964 ) 

showed were unstable for several models of SrTiO . 

Stirling (1972) also found from his model that without 

including an a. priori assumption about the rigidity of the 

oxygen octahe ron (M?gaw (1972)), a mode in which the octa 

hedron rotates as a unit has a considerably lower frequency 

than one in which the O-O bonds are distorted (Fig. 7.3). 

This is despite a weak oxygen-oxygen short range force 

and appears to arise from Coulomb interaction. The strong 

est short range force in SrTiO^ is between Ti and O.
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C1003

Fig. 7.2 In general, the transverse modes at £

and £ have different frequencies.
i

As £ and £ tend to zero however,

this difference must vanish.
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SrTiO

O

Fig. 7.3 The plane of the unit cell containing

' , and -£wo oxygens. The zone 

boundary mode (a) in which the oxygen 

octahedron is undistorted has a lower 

frequency than the mode shown in (b).
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The ferroelectric soft mode in SrTiCX, is a vibration of
• • ! • ; * t. 3

the Ti against the rest of the structure and therefore
: - •' - ?.:V --,;,

it is probable that Coulomb forces play a major part in 

counterbalancing the short range forces .

The anisotropy in KTN, KNbC>3> KTaO3 and BaTiO3 

yields low frequencies for q I <1,O,O> , and for 

eigenvectors which can be described in terms of Slater 

and Last modes (Chapter 4), and not rotations or distortions 

of the oxygen groups. Yet there is no reason to exclude 

that this anisotropy can be predicted (to some degree any 

way) by a harmonic shell model.

To summarise therefore we remark that even though it 

was not envisaged in Cochran's theory, anisotropy is linked 

with the transition in that the directions of atomic 

displacements for which the frequencies are low in the 

phase above the transition, are also the directions along 

which the crystal distorts at the transition. These direct 

ions are determined by the anharmonic interactions. In 

SrTiO^ a purely harmonic shell model predicts low frequency 

modes close to the zone boundary. It would be worth fitting 

a similar model to KTN data.

Experimental results on the dynamics of perovskites 

have been adequately explained by various dynamical models, 

especially shell models of different degrees of sophist 

ication (Stirling (1972)). For a deeper understanding 

however, it is necessary to know more about the nature 

of the bond between atoms in crystal structures, and in 

ionic crystals this means particularly the balance between 

the long range Coulomb forces and the short range forces.
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To what extent are perovskites ionic crystals? 

We persevere...
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Resume. — L'intensite en plans (100) observee dans KTa*Nb i-xO 3 par diffraction des Rayons X 
aussi bien que neutrons est interpretee en base de phonons. La structure de la phase tetragonale a 
etc determinee.

Abstract. — Sharp streaks along (100) planes have been observed in the scattering of X-rays and 
neutrons from KTa^Nbi^Oa crystals. The interpretation is in terms of a highly anisotropic trans 
verse acoustic mode. The structure of the tetragonal phase has been determined.

KNbO3 , like BaTiO 3 has four phases : cubic, tetra 
gonal, orthorhombic and rhombohedral ; with transi 
tions at 435_°C, 225 °C and - 10 °C. The three non- 
cubic phases are ferroelectric. KTaO 3 , however, 
although very similar chemically and structurally, 
remains cubic to at least 5 °K. The solid solution 
KTa^Nbj - XO 3 (i. e. KTN) has the same four phases as 
KNbO 3 with transition temperatures varying linearly 
with x [1]. Since the neutron scattering lengths for 
Ta and Nb are practically equal and comparable to 
those of K and O, neutron scattering from KTN is a 
good choice for investigating the ferroelectric phase 
transitions in perovskites.

The dynamics of KTaO3 and KNbO 3 in the cubic 
phase are different. A soft optic mode consistent with 
Cochran's theory of ferroelectric transitions has been 
observed in KTaO 3 [2]. In 1968, Comes et al. [3], 
basing their evidence on photographs taken with 
monochromatic X-rays, interpreted the transitions in 
KNbO3 in terms of a change in the static disorder of

the Nb ion ; the cubic phase being most disordered. 
The striking features in the photographs are sharp 
streaks of intensity corresponding to the (100) planes 
of the reciprocal lattice.

We have obtained similar photographs of cubic KTN 
(Fig. 1) but our interpretation, which also takes into 
account the neutron data, is that the streaks are mainly 
due to a dynamical phenomenon, namely a very aniso 
tropic transverse acoustic (i. e. T. A.) mode.

Quantitative measurements of the streak intensities 
have been made using neutrons without energy analy 
sis, at a number of temperatures between 65 °C and 
250 °C, in the (hOl) and (hhl) planes (A 2 cm3 sample 
with x = 0.63 and Tc ^ 20 °C was used.) Beyond 
q ~ 0.3, the intensity between Bragg points falls to a 
constant value which is proportional to temperature. 
Examination of the more intense streaks revealed a 
double peaking (Fig. 2) which would indicate that the

3000

z
D 
O

z o

2OOO

1OOO

35,0,18 4.0,1-8 

HKL

45.O.18

FIG. 1 — An X-ray photograph of a cubic KTN sample taken 
with AgKa radiation from a curved LiF monochromator

FIG. 2. — A scan across the streak at the point (4,0, 1.8) in
reciprocal space.
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scattering is not quasi-elastic. Meanwhile Comes 
el al. [4] in a triple axis neutron scattering experiment 
found a sharp valley along (001) in the dispersion 
surface of the TA mode in KTaO 3 . The TA branch 
in KTN suffers very little dispersion beyond q = 0.3 [5] 
and we postulate that the intensity in that region of the 
streaks is due mainly to an anisotropic TA mode with 
constant frequency and eigenvectors. A preliminary 
fitting of the intensities indicates the mode has sym 
metry M 5 at the zone boundary in the (001) direction.
The relative atomic displacements are -/.O
w(K) = w(Oj) = O, u(O2 } = i/(O3) = -$<£ w(Ta-Nb).

This result is consistent with the X-ray photographs 
in which the intensity is dominated by the (Ta-Nb) 
motion.

At q < 0.3, the situation is complicated by the 
contribution of a possibly overdamped optic mode and 
a temperature dependent frequency for the acoustic 
mode.

When we examined the energy of the neutrons in the 
KTN streaks near Tc ~ 20 °C, using a triple axis 
spectrometer, we found no quasi-elastic component, at

3OO

8 200

Z 
O

Z IOO

2,2-1,0 
I-975.2~IQ

O3 O5 O-7 O9 1-1 
ENERGY (THz)

1-3

FIG. 3. — The TA phonon group observed at room temperature 
with the triple axis neutron spectrometer. The dotted curve is for 
the same phonon slightly off the symmetry direction, where there 
is a large increase in energy. The low energy peak is due to 

interference from the Bragg peak.

least for q ^ 0.2, but a highly anisotropic phonon 
mode, with frequency rising steeply off the (001) direc 
tion (second peak in Fig. 3 ; the lower energy peak is an 
artifact of the triple axis geometry used : it is produced 
when the elastic Bragg reflection scatters off the 
analysing crystal). By measuring intensities in different 
zones, and following the mode out to q = 0.3, we 
identified it as transverse acoustic. Since for both 
X-rays and neutrons, the intensity of scattering from 
phonon modes is inversely proportional to the mode 
frequency squared, the observed anisotropy will result 
in sharp streaks of the type found in figure 1. It is 
likely that, as in KTaO 3 [4], the frequency of this TA 
mode is temperature dependent near the transition 
temperature : we are now investigating this temperature 
dependence in both phases.

Neutron structural data has been collected at room 
temperature for the tetragonal phase of KTN 
(Tc = 48 °C). To ensure that the sample was in one 
domain, an electric field was applied across a pair of 
(001) faces, making that axis the c-axis. The structure 
was refined by difference Fouriers and least squares, 
with anisotropic temperature factors for all atoms and 
an extinction parameter. An /^-factor of 2.7 % was 
obtained with the following parameters (the Z coordi 
nates are fractions of the unit cell, with K at the origin).

Z(Ta, Nb) 
Z(02) = Z(03)

Z(0,)
B,n(k)
B22(k)

B
B
B

B
B

11(03)
22(03)
33(03)

ii(Ta,
22(Ta,

= B
= B
B
B

u
22
33

22

Nb)
Nb)
(O2)
(02)
(02)
(Oj)
(00

= 0.509 
= 0.523
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.

021
010
005
0082
004
007
007
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= 0.
= 0.

004
008

+
+
+
+
+
±
+
±
+
+
+
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0.001
0.005
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0.001
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0.001
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A
A
A
A
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A

2
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2

2

2

2

2

Z(Ta, Nb) and B u(k) were highly correlated.

The authors are deeply indebted to Professor 
W. Cochran who instigated this line of research and 
guided it throughout, and to Dr. B. T. M. Willis.
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